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the operating environment of foundations is a key facilitator of the work they 
accomplish. at its best, it provides solutions to ease and enable efforts; it can also, 
however, create certain obstacles. more than just a framework within which day-to-
day business is carried out, the legislative environment for foundations is continually 
evolving in challenging new forms. 
after many years of working towards a united objective, the european foundation 
statute is on the precipice of becoming a reality. meanwhile, the european Commission 
continues to pursue infringement procedures where member states’ treatment of 
cross-border activities is found to discriminate against non-resident organisations 
and donors. With developments also underway in the areas of the vat treatment 
of foundations and their transparency and accountability, it is vital to stay informed 
about, and engaged with, current trends across all borders.
the updated european foundation Centre (efC) Comparative Highlights of foundation 
laws draw on data from the 2010/2011 efC legal and fiscal Country profiles (available 
on the efC website). they address core topics such as the purposes and types of 
activities foundations can pursue, their governance structures and the tax treatment 
of both foundations and donors. they also provide an overview of the current 
operating environment for foundations across 30 countries in an accessible and 
comparative format. 
the charts capture the diversity of the national legislative frameworks, reflecting the 
rich and varied history of the foundation across the countries surveyed, but they also 
highlight some clear transnational trends in foundation laws. this information will 
hopefully prove to be a valuable resource for both efC members and a wider audience. 
this impressive publication, along with the country profiles, are a product of the time 
and expertise that efC members, dafne members, researchers and legal service 
professionals contributed to the effort, and in particular of the atlantic philanthropies, 
with whose generous support this publication is issued. 
Emílio Rui Vilar 
Chair, european foundation Centre
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Comparative HigHligHts of foundation laWs
this publication aims to provide the reader with 
a comparative overview of the diverse legal and 
fiscal environments of foundations across the 27 
Eu Member states, plus switzerland, turkey and 
ukraine.  the charts draw on the updated EFC 
Legal and Fiscal Country Profiles, available to 
download at www.efc.be
the profiles and the charts have widened in scope 
since the previous efC publications in 2002 and 
2007, and their structure has been redesigned by the 
efC membership. these charts now address issues 
concerning the legal environment of foundations, such 
as the purposes that foundations are allowed to pursue, 
the requirements for setting them up, and governance 
requirements. the tax treatment of foundations is 
also outlined, with details on the income tax treatment 
of the foundation, including income from economic 
activities and asset management. in addition they 
provide information on tax incentives for individual and 
corporate donors, including information on the issue of 
cross-border donations.
CoMPaRatiVE HiGHLiGHts oF EuRoPE’s 
nationaL LEGaL and FisCaL EnViRonMEnts
no common european legal definition of the term 
“foundation” exists. nevertheless, there is across 
europe at least a generally understood and accepted 
concept of what public-benefit foundations are:
independent, separately-constituted non-profit bodies 
with their own established and reliable source of 
income, usually but not exclusively from an endowment, 
and their own governing board. they distribute their 
financial resources for educational, cultural, religious, 
social or other public-benefit purposes, either by 
supporting associations, charities, educational 
institutions or individuals; or by operating their own 
programmes (this functional definition was developed 
by the efC)1 . Below is a brief analysis comparing key 
areas of the legal and tax environment for foundations 
in the 30 countries surveyed. 
most of the countries surveyed that have civil law 
systems recognise the foundation as a legal form. in 
other countries, such as the uK, ireland and Cyprus, 
the focus is on the public-benefit character and the 
activities of the foundation, which can take different 
legal forms such as incorporated or unincorporated 
associations, trusts, companies limited by guarantee, 
etc. the law on charities in these countries has been 
developed on a common law basis.
1. purpose of a foundation
all countries require that the foundation’s assets be 
dedicated to a specified purpose. in approximately half 
of the countries, the foundation laws require that the 
foundation pursue public-benefit purposes only. some 
foundation laws allow foundations to pursue any lawful 
purpose, including private purposes. private purposes 
include, for example, the advancement of one family, 
relatives of the founder, trust funds for the funders’ 
children’s education, etc.
2. minimum capital
in most countries, no initial starting capital for 
foundations is required by law, but the authorities 
require that the foundation possess a sufficient amount 
of capital to fulfil its purposes. starting capital is 
required by law, for example, in: austria (for private 
foundations), Czech republic (not for endowment funds 
though), denmark, finland, malta, romania, slovakia, 
spain, and turkey and the amount ranges from 
approximately €240 for public-benefit foundations in 
malta to the €70,000  required for private foundations 
in austria. in spain a minimum of €30,000 is stipulated 
but the state authorities may also increase or decrease 
the amount as required. in practice (not required 
by law), a starting capital of up to €1 million may be 
required by the authorities (france). other countries, 
such as Bulgaria, Cyprus, estonia, ireland, latvia, 
lithuania, the netherlands, poland, slovenia, sweden 
and uK (charitable companies) do not require a 
minimum capital.
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1 “Working with foundations in europe: Why and How”, efC, Brussels 2001
3. state approval 
in half of the countries surveyed, state approval is 
needed for a foundation to be established. However, 
only in very few countries do the authorities have 
discretionary powers not to approve a foundation 
(Cyprus, france, greece, luxembourg, and switzerland). 
in austria and ukraine, while state approval is required 
for setting up a public-benefit foundation, it is not 
required for the establishment of private interest 
foundations. in france, while state approval is required 
for the establishment of both public-benefit and 
corporate foundations, endowment funds can be set up 
without such approval. 
4. registration
most countries (28 out of 30) require foundations to 
register with an authority or the court. the register 
is publicly available in 25 countries. in the majority 
of cases the register is kept by a state authority. in 
germany the registration is within the competence of 
the federal state.  the register normally identifies the 
founder, the purpose, the name and registered office of 
the foundation, the starting assets and in many cases 
the names of the members of the first board. 
5. spending down of capital
most (19) countries, do allow foundations to spend 
down their capital. in some cases this is depending 
on explicit provisions in the foundation’s statutes. in 
austria, private foundations may spend down their 
capital, but public-benefit foundations may not.  in the 
Czech republic and slovakia, the amount of capital a 
foundation holds may not fall below the level recorded 
for that organisation in the foundation register. 
similarly, spend down of capital is not permitted 
in denmark, slovenia, or sweden. the laws of both 
romania and turkey do not make explicit provisions 
on this matter, although in turkey foundations are 
generally expected to seek to increase their capital and 
spend down is not encouraged. 
6. economic activities
in this publication, economic activity is understood 
as “trade or business activity involving the sale of 
goods and services”. it has to be noted that the term 
“economic activity” is not always clearly defined in 
the different countries. “related” economic activity 
is in itself related to and supports the pursuance 
of the public-benefit purpose of the foundation. 
foundations can engage in economic activities in 
most of the countries surveyed, although the majority 
of countries impose some limitations on the nature 
of activities permitted. the most common limitation 
imposed on economic activities is the requirement 
for related activities, i.e. the activities must facilitate 
the foundation’s purposes and/or should remain 
ancillary to the foundation’s activities. slovakia and 
the Czech republic only allow some very specific 
economic activities listed in the law. in denmark, two 
foundation acts exist side by side providing different 
legal regimes for commercial and non-commercial 
foundations. Commercial foundations, regulated by the 
act on Commercial foundations, can pursue economic 
activities as a part of their purpose or as their sole 
purpose. in such cases the statutes must contain a 
regulation on the distribution of profits.
7. governing organs of a foundation
legal requirements regarding the governance of 
foundations vary between countries. in most countries, 
the mandatory governance organ is a governing board, 
but foundations are free to set up other organs if they 
deem it necessary. eight countries (Czech republic, 
estonia, italy, poland, portugal, slovakia, turkey, and 
ukraine) require a supervisory board to be set up in 
addition to the governing board. some countries also 
make requirements concerning the appointment of 
auditors or setting up of auditing boards. france gives 
foundations the option of having a supervisory board 
and executive board or a management board. in several 
countries, the board can be composed of one board 
member only. However, there seems to be a trend 
towards requiring at least three board members.
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in most countries the board can be composed of 
individuals as well as legal entities. However in some 
countries only natural persons are allowed to become 
board members (austria for public-benefit foundations, 
Czech republic, denmark, finland, Hungary, and latvia). 
the founder is generally allowed to be a member of the 
board. in Hungary, the founder and his relatives have to 
be the minority, and in sweden, the founder must not be 
the sole board member. 
8. remuneration of board members
regarding the remuneration of board members, 
most countries allow a reasonable level of financial 
compensation. in denmark, the state supervisory 
authority may check whether the remuneration 
is appropriate, and can reduce any remuneration 
deemed excessive. some countries generally prohibit 
remuneration of board members (e.g. france, greece, 
luxembourg, slovenia, spain, switzerland and the uK). 
9. Conflict of interest
the majority of reviewed countries provide for rules 
against a conflict of interest of board members. some 
national laws provide special rules about self-dealing 
transactions (e.g. Czech republic, estonia, germany, 
and sweden). 
10. reporting requirements 
Half of the surveyed countries require the submission 
of an annual activity report to an external authority. 
all 30 countries surveyed indicated that public-benefit 
foundations are required to submit financial information 
(variously in the form of annual budget/balance sheet, 
audited/unaudited annual accounts, and financial report) 
to a relevant authority, be this the fiscal authorities or the 
supervisory body for foundations, or both.
11.  publication of annual reports/accounts
in the vast majority of countries, annual reports/
accounts need to be made publically available. in 
austria, Cyprus, germany, italy, latvia, and slovenia, it 
is not required that annual reports and/or accounts be 
made publically available. 
12. external audit
for private foundations in austria and Cyprus; 
foundations in Czech republic; commercial foundations 
in denmark and finland; and public utility foundations 
in france, greece, lithuania, slovakia, sweden and 
switzerland (with some exceptions), an external audit 
of foundations’ accounts is required. in many other 
countries, an external audit is required only for larger 
foundations.
13. supervisory structure
foundations are in general supervised by a designated 
state authority, although the powers of the supervisory 
authorities vary widely. 
some countries have two different supervisory systems 
for different types of foundations (e.g. austria and 
denmark). supervision of foundations established for 
public-benefit purposes is generally more extensive. 
tax-exempt foundations are supervised by the tax 
authorities as regards their status as a tax-exempt 
organisation. 
the following types of supervision by a state 
supervisory authority can be found: 
(1) public administrative bodies without a court. 
(2) Combined supervision by a public administrative 
body and the court.
(3) public independent bodies which stand outside 
the hierarchy of public administration and have all 
necessary competence (Charity Commission in uK).
(4) Court only (austrian private foundations, Czech 
republic, estonia).
14. extent of supervision
the extent of the supervision of foundations varies 
between countries. to take some examples: the 
austrian supervisory authority can inspect the 
administration of the assets of public-benefit purpose 
foundations at any time, whereas in Cyprus, the 
relevant legislation does not provide for any regulatory 
or supervisory control of foundations – the laws under 
which foundations are established simply impose filing 
or regulatory requirements to be met annually. in the 












































court and tax authority supervision but are not subject 
to inspection. meanwhile in france, any foundation 
that raises funds from the public or receives gifts 
or donations that provide tax relief to the donor are 
subject to inspection. 
15. assets and dissolution
in the majority of countries surveyed the legislation 
provides that the assets of a public-benefit foundation 
cannot revert to private ownership in the case of the 
foundation’s dissolution. the assets are in general 
transferred to an entity with a similar purpose to the 
dissolved foundation, either an entity that has been 
specified in the dissolved foundation’s statutes or as 
determined by the court or supervisory authority. in some 
cases, or if a suitable entity of similar purpose cannot be 
identified, the assets may go to the state (e.g. the local 
municipality) which is generally required to use them 
to pursue publically beneficial goals or in some cases to 
promote the purposes of the dissolved foundation.  
16. administration costs
most countries do not fix a maximum amount that a 
foundation can spend on administration costs either 
in civil or in tax law. eight countries (austria, Cyprus, 
germany, malta, the netherlands, sweden, switzerland 
and uK) do however indicate that administration costs 
should be kept to levels that are variously described as 
“reasonable”, “bona fide” or “as low as possible”. Where 
maximum amounts are stipulated, these are generally 
expressed as a percentage of the foundation’s annual 
income or its overall resources: in Belgium the limit 
is set as 20% of the foundation’s resources; in latvia 
as 25% of general donations; in spain 5% of equity 
or 20% of net income; in ukraine as 20% of annual 
income; and in turkey 1/3 of the income. in denmark, 
administration costs exceeding 12% of annual gross 
income must be approved by the foundation authority, 
and in the Czech republic the foundation’s statutes 
must define a specific limit in accordance with certain 
criteria outlined in the legislation.
17. timely disbursement of income
in the case of ireland, if a foundation wishes to 
accumulate capital for more than 2 years, it must first 
obtain the permission of the revenue Commissioners. 
in 9 other countries, there are requirements concerning 
the timely disbursement of income (Czech republic, 
finland, germany, portugal, spain, sweden, turkey, 
uK and ukraine). in the Czech republic, the court will 
wind up a foundation that has not fulfilled its purpose/
distributed grants for a period of 2 years. in germany, 
the requirement that a foundation spend its income or 
a certain amount of its income within a certain period 
of time is found in the tax law. this is also the case in 
finland, sweden, turkey and ukraine. in portugal, a 
foundation must allocate at least 50% of overall net 
income to purposes justifying the foundation’s tax 
exemption by the end of the fourth year of activity after 
which the income was obtained. in spain and the uK, 
the requirements are stated in both civil and tax law. in 
the uK the requirement is that income should be spent 
within a reasonable period, generally accepted to be  
3 years, while in spain at least 70% of net income must 
be dedicated to a general interest purpose within  
4 years. in slovakia there is no general requirement,  
but there is a special requirement related to income 
received from the tax designation scheme, which must 
be spent within a certain period. 
18. disbursement of assets
none of the countries surveyed require a foundation to 
spend a fixed percentage of its assets within a certain 
period as is the case in the us.
19. requirements for foundations to receive tax 
exemptions
all countries surveyed, apart from romania, provide for 
some form of special tax treatment for public-benefit 
purpose foundations. However, there is no common 
approach to defining the public-benefit criteria that can 
lead to tax relief. What can qualify as public-benefit in 
one country might not be considered as such in another. 
in addition, procedures for obtaining tax privileges 
vary considerably, e.g. application to the tax authority, 
decision by the ministry of finance, etc. While in some 
countries (e.g. Belgium, Czech republic, finland, france, 
luxembourg, slovenia), tax exemption is automatic, 
foundations in the majority of european countries 
require special recognition from the tax authority to 
receive tax exemption. 
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20. activities abroad and implications for tax-exempt 
status
the majority of countries allow foundations to engage 
in activities abroad without compromising their tax 
status, but foundations may lose their tax-exempt 
status if they engage in activities mainly outside of their 
home country, for example in austria and portugal. 
of those countries where it is reported that activities 
abroad do not put the tax exempt status of a foundation 
at risk, there are 5 with certain caveats (Belgium, 
france, germany, latvia, and malta). german legislation 
requires that the activities of a tax-exempt foundation 
have a positive impact for germany.
21. donations: income tax, and gift and inheritance tax
donations to public-benefit purpose foundations are in 
general exempt from corporate income tax. in denmark, 
however, public-benefit foundations do pay income 
tax on grants and donations, although this is with the 
exception of grants/donations given for the purpose of 
building up the foundation’s endowment. foundations 
that pursue public-benefit purposes are, in the majority 
of the countries, also exempt from gift and inheritance 
tax. in Cyprus, slovakia, sweden, and ukraine, there is 
no gift/inheritance tax.
22. income from asset administration
in the majority of countries (24), income from asset 
administration is not taxed.  in 5 countries, income 
from asset administration is taxed (Belgium, denmark, 
italy, malta, and turkey). in the case of turkey, tax is 
withheld at source. in denmark, while income from asset 
administration is taxed, dividends from companies in 
which the foundation holds at least 10% of the shares 
are exempt. 
23. majority shareholding and its taxation
the rules concerning major shareholding also vary  
across the countries. majority shareholding is not 
allowed in Czech republic, Hungary and slovenia. most 
national laws allow major shareholding, but active 
involvement in operational management/exercise 
of voting rights would lead to taxation as economic 
activity. 
24. income from economic activities
an important point is, of course, the tax treatment of 
economic activity, of which 3 categories can be found. 
some member states tax all business income in full 
whether from related activity or unrelated activity. most 
countries tax income from unrelated activity but exempt 
income from related activity in some cases only up to 
a certain ceiling. some member states (e.g. germany, 
Hungary, spain and the uK) go even further as they also 
exempt unrelated economic activity. However, all those 
countries mentioned above only exempt small-scale 
unrelated economic activity. 
25. tax treatment of foreign-based foundations
fifteen countries report that a foreign-based 
foundation can get the same tax benefits as a national 
foundation. to take some examples: in Bulgaria and the 
Czech republic, eu/european economic area based 
organisations are entitled to the same tax benefits 
as national foundations. in switzerland non-profit 
organisations with their registered offices abroad are 
entitled to tax privileges under the same conditions 
as national foundations. in denmark any foundation 
can apply to the danish national tax authorities to 
be approved as having a public-benefit purpose for 
certain tax purposes (deductibility of donations made 
to foundations and other public-benefit organisations). 
every year a list is published with the names of all 
foundations approved as public-benefit. similarly, in 
the uK foreign foundations wishing to receive tax 
exemptions must be registered with the tax authority 
(HmrC) and thus recognised as being comparable to 
a uK charity. some countries, such as france, greece 
and germany, grant comparable tax benefits to foreign 
foundations only when certain additional criteria are 
fulfilled.
26/27. tax treatment of individual and corporate donors
individual and corporate donors are eligible to claim tax 
relief for charitable donations in most jurisdictions. only 
slovakia has no tax incentives in place for individual or 
corporate giving, while finland and sweden only provide 
some tax incentives for corporate donors. in some 
countries, tax exemptions for donations by corporate or 
individual donors can be claimed only in certain limited 
circumstances. some countries, such as italy, lithuania, 
9
2 for further comparative analysis of tax laws in Central and eastern europe, please refer to “survey of tax laws 
affecting non-governmental organisations in Central and eastern europe”, second edition, international Center 











































poland, portugal, slovakia and spain have percentage 
schemes where an individual donor can choose to 
allocate a certain percentage of their payable taxes to a 
designated public-benefit organisation. 
28. tax treatment of cross-border donations3 
in many countries, donations to non-resident 
foundations do now qualify for tax relief to the donor, 
to some degree. However, the extent of the incentives 
and the requirements to claim them vary between 
countries. several countries only grant tax incentives 
for donations to foreign public-benefit organisations if 
the organisations are locally registered (for example, 
austria, denmark, and the netherlands).  
Within the european union, the european Commission 
has been active in initiating infringement procedures 
against member states whose tax treatment of 
donations to public-benefit organisations varies 
according to whether or not the recipient 
organisation/donor is domestic or foreign based. 
the Commission has deemed such provisions to be 
discriminatory and in breach of the treaty on the 
functioning of the european union. in recent years, 
several member states have amended their legislation 
in response to such procedures (for example, Belgium, 
poland, the netherlands, and the uK). in some cases 
(such as Belgium and the netherlands) amended 
provisions on this issue continue to impose what the 
Commission considers to be unnecessary restrictions 
and further requests for changes to the legislation have 
been issued. in slovakia and sweden, no tax incentives 
are available for cross-border donations, reflecting the 
absence of such incentives for local giving. 
outside of the eu, donations by residents of 
switzerland, turkey and ukraine to non-resident 
public-benefit organisations are not tax deductible for 
the donor. in switzerland, the law provides that the 
receiving organisation must have its registered office 
in switzerland in order for swiss resident donors to 
receive tax benefits for making a gift. in turkey, non-
resident public-benefit organisations are not accepted 
as meeting public-benefit criteria, while in ukraine 
donations to both non-resident organisations and the 
representative offices of foreign foundations do not 
qualify for tax incentives.
the above general overview highlights only some of the overall trends in foundation laws across the countries 
surveyed. please read the profiles themselves to learn more about the different legal and fiscal environments for 
foundations across europe. 
3 detailed information about cross-border giving can be found on the King Baudouin foundation’s giving in
europe website: www.givingineurope.org
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1. PuRPosE oF a Foundation
CountRy wHat PuRPosE aRE Foundations LEGaLLy PERMittEd to PuRsuE?
austria Both public and private benefit purposes are permitted.
Belgium Both public and private benefit purposes are permitted.
Bulgaria Both public and private benefit purposes are permitted.
Cyprus Both public and private benefit purposes are permitted according to the type of organisation.
Czech Republic public-benefit purposes only.
denmark Both public and private benefit purposes are permitted.
Estonia Both public and private benefit purposes are permitted.
Finland Both public and private benefit purposes are permitted.
France public-benefit purposes only.
Germany Both public and private benefit purposes are permitted.
Greece Both public and private benefit purposes are permitted.
Hungary Both public and private benefit purposes are permitted.
ireland public-benefit purposes only.
italy Both public and private benefit purposes are permitted.
Latvia Both public and private benefit purposes are permitted.
Lithuania public-benefit purposes only.
Luxembourg public-benefit purposes only.
Malta Both public and private benefit purposes are permitted.
netherlands Both public and private benefit purposes are permitted.
Poland public-benefit purposes only.
Portugal public-benefit purposes only.
Romania public-benefit purposes only.
slovakia public-benefit purposes only.
slovenia public-benefit purposes only.
spain public-benefit purposes only.




switzerland Both public and private benefit purposes are permitted.
turkey Both public and private benefit purposes are permitted.
ukraine Both public and private benefit purposes are permitted.
Comparative HigHligHts of foundation laWs
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CountRy                     is a MiniMuM CaPitaL REquiREd to EstaBLisH a 
Foundation?
aMount
austria public-benefit foundations: no fixed amount, but enough to 
pursue the foundation’s purpose(s). private foundations: Yes.
€70,000 (private foundations)




Czech Republic foundations: Yes. endowment funds: no. €18,000 (foundations)
denmark Yes, although approval from the ministry of Justice can be 






France no minimum set in the legislation, although in practice state 
authorities do set a requirement for public utility foundations. 
no minimum for endowment funds.
€1 million for public utility 
foundations
Germany no minimum set in the legislation, although in practice state 
authorities do usually set a requirement.
€50,000
Greece no fixed amount, but enough to pursue the foundation’s 
purpose(s).
-
Hungary no minimum set in the legislation, although in practice state 
authorities do usually set a requirement.
€400 - €1,000
ireland no -
italy no minimum set in the legislation, although in practice state 




Luxembourg no minimum set in the legislation, although in practice state 
authorities do usually set a requirement.
€100,000
Malta Yes €232.94  (exclusively as social 
purpose or as non-profit making 
foundations); €1,164.69 (other 
foundations)
netherlands no -
Poland no, unless the foundation plans to engage in economic 
activities.
€265 (only for foundations 
planning to engage in economic 
activities)
Portugal no minimum set in the legislation, although in practice state 
authorities do usually set a requirement.
€250,000
Romania Yes initial capital must include assets 
whose value is at least 100 times 

























































switzerland no minimum set in the legislation, although in practice state 
authorities do usually set a requirement.
€38,750
turkey Yes, as determined yearly by the supervisory authority. €25,000
ukraine no -
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3. statE aPPRoVaL
CountRy is statE aPPRoVaL REquiREd in oRdER to sEt uP 
a Foundation?
iF yEs, doEs tHat statE 
autHoRity HaVE 
disCREtion in tHis MattER?
austria public-benefit foundations: Yes. 
private foundations: no, but court registration.
no
Belgium public-benefit foundations: Yes no
Bulgaria no, but court registration -
Cyprus Yes, depending on the type of organisation Yes
Czech Republic no, but court registration -
denmark no, but registration -
Estonia no, but registration -
Finland Yes and registration no
France public-benefit foundation: Yes. 





Hungary no, but court registration -
ireland no, but if a charity number is required for tax purposes, they 
must register with the revenue Commissioners.
-
italy no, but registration -
Latvia no, but registration -
Lithuania no, but the articles of the association must be approved by 
a notary, prior to registration in the legal entities’ register, 
which is run by the state.
-
Luxembourg Yes, and registration Yes, with judicial view
Malta registration with the registrar for legal persons is required. Yes
netherlands no, but registration -
Poland no, but court registration. a permit of the minister is needed if 
a foreign organisation establishes an office in poland.
-
Portugal Yes and registration Yes
Romania no, but court registration -
slovakia no, but registration -
slovenia Yes and registration no
spain Yes and registration no
sweden no, but registration -
united 
Kingdom
no, but registration with the Charity Commission, a non-
ministerial government department, is required.
no
switzerland no, but registration (except for family and ecclesiastical 
foundations)
no
turkey Yes and court registration Yes














































CountRy REGistRation REquiREd? REGistER PuBLiCaLLy
aVaiLaBLE?
austria public-benefit foundations: Yes (state).  
private foundations: Yes (court).
Yes
Belgium Yes (court) Yes
Bulgaria Yes (court) Yes
Cyprus Yes no
Czech Republic Yes (court) Yes
denmark Yes (state) Yes 
Estonia Yes (state) Yes
Finland Yes (state) Yes 
France no -
Germany depends on federal state law Yes 
Greece no -
Hungary Yes (court) Yes 
ireland Yes (revenue Commission) Yes 
italy Yes (state) Yes 
Latvia Yes (state) Yes 
Lithuania Yes (state enterprise) Yes 
Luxembourg Yes (state) Yes 
Malta Yes (register for legal persons) Yes, but in the case of a private 
foundation access to certain 
documents is restricted.
netherlands Yes (register at Chamber of Commerce) Yes 
Poland Yes (court) Yes 
Portugal Yes (state) no
Romania Yes (court) Yes
slovakia Yes (state) Yes 
slovenia Yes (state) Yes 
spain Yes (state) Yes 
sweden Yes (state) Yes
united 
Kingdom
Yes (Charity Commission) Yes
switzerland Yes (state) except family and ecclesiastical  foundations Yes 
turkey Yes (court and state) no
ukraine Yes (state) Yes
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5. sPEndinG down oF CaPitaL
CountRy aRE Foundations aLLowEd to sPEnd down tHEiR CaPitaL?









France Yes. endowment funds may also spend down their capital but in such cases, they become liable to 
tax.




italy generally yes, but foundations of banking origin should preserve the value of their endowment and 
obtain an adequate return.







Romania no reference is made to this in the legislation.
slovakia no, the amount of registered nominal capital may not be reduced.
slovenia no 
spain information pending
sweden no, in general foundations’ statutes only allow them to spend their return.
united 
Kingdom
Yes, subject to any restrictions in the governing document.
switzerland Yes 
turkey there is no regulation on this but it is not encouraged – generally foundations are expected to seek 













































CountRy aRE EConoMiC aCtiVitiEs (RELatEd/unRELatEd to tHE PuBLiC-BEnEFit 
PuRPosE) PERMittEd?
austria public-benefit foundations: Yes, if within the objectives of the foundation. private foundations must 
not engage in primarily commercial activities. they can have ancillary economic activities such as 
museum shops or restaurants.
Belgium Yes, provided that the activities have a non-profit purpose and the profits are exclusively used for 
statutory purposes. 
Bulgaria Yes, if related to the purpose of the foundation and if the revenues are used for the purpose of 
attainin g the objectives set forth in the statutes. economic activities must be ancillary.
Cyprus generally yes, depending on the type of organisation. Where permitted activities must be in line 
with the organisation’s purposes/statutes.
Czech Republic no, a foundation is prohibited from doing business under its own name, save for real estate leases, 
organising lotteries, raffles, public collections, cultural, social, sports and educational events.
denmark non-commercial foundations may carry out small-scale economic activities. foundations that 
conduct considerable commercial activities or have controlling interest in commercial enterprises 
are regulated by the act on Commercial foundations.
Estonia Yes. economic activities are allowed, but the foundation may use its income only for purposes 
specified by its statutes.
Finland Yes, if such activity is stipulated in the statutes and is directly related to the foundation’s purpose. 
economic activities must be ancillary.
France Yes, provided the activities support the public-benefit purpose of the foundation/endowment fund.
Germany Yes. related and unrelated economic activity is allowed. if the annual income from unrelated 
economic activity does not exceed €35,000, it is not taxed.
Greece Yes, provided that the activities are within the objectives of the foundation. 
Hungary Yes, related and unrelated activities are allowed, provided that the foundation is not established 
for the principal purpose of performing economic activities and that the activities are conducted in 
pursuit of the foundation’s public-benefit purpose. 
ireland Yes, provided that the activities are in support of the organisation’s charitable purpose.
italy Yes, foundations can undertake economic activities if they are ancillary and not in conflict with 
the organisation’s objectives. there are specific rules depending in the type of organisation. 
onlus (organizzazione non lucrativa di utilita' sociale/non-profit organisation) can carry out 
only specific institutional activities or directly purpose-related economic activities if non-dominant. 
foundations of banking origin can carry out purpose-related economic activities only.
Latvia Yes. economic activities, related and unrelated, but income generated must be used for achieving 
the aims of the foundation.
Lithuania Yes. economic and commercial activities which are not prohibited by the law and which do not 
contravene a foundation’s articles of association or the purposes of its activity and which are 
necessary to attain the organisation’s objectives are permitted.
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CountRy aRE EConoMiC aCtiVitiEs (RELatEd/unRELatEd to tHE PuBLiC-BEnEFit 
PuRPosE) PERMittEd?
Luxembourg Yes. economic activities are permitted, but are taxed. a foundation may not have the primary goal 
of conducting commercial activities.
Malta no, but some exceptions exist.
netherlands Yes. Commercial activities are allowed provided they are within the objectives of the foundation, 
but are taxed. 
Poland Yes, both related and unrelated activities are allowed, but a minimum capital of 1,000 pln (approx. 
€240) is required.
Portugal Yes, provided that the activities are useful to the pursuance of the foundation’s purpose.
Romania Yes, provided that they are ancillary and are closely connected to the main purpose of the 
organisation. economic activities up to an annual limit of €15,000 profit are permitted.
slovakia no, but with certain exceptions. a foundation cannot engage in commercial activities except for 
leasing out real estate and organising cultural, educational, social or sports events, if its assets 
will be used more efficiently in such a way and if such activities are in accordance with the public-
benefit purpose promoted and pursued by the foundation. 
slovenia Yes, but the income generated must amount to less than 30% of the foundation’s total income.
spain Yes, provided that the activities are related to the aim of the foundation or are complementary to 
it.




Yes, if the activities are pursued in furtherance of the charitable purposes of the organisation 
(so-called “primary purpose trading”). if charities wish to conduct more than a nominal amount of 
non-primary purpose trading activity, they must use a non-charitable trading subsidiary company 
to conduct such activities.
switzerland Yes, within the limits of a “self-purpose foundation” and some tax restraints if tax exemption is 
sought.
turkey Yes. a foundation may establish and incorporate economic enterprises or firms so as to promote 
its goals and to generate revenues. 
ukraine Yes. public-benefit foundations: related economic activities are permitted provided that they fall 
within the purposes and objectives of the foundation. private foundations can engage in related 





















































austria Yes 3 for private foundations and 1 
for public-benefit foundations
private foundations only
Belgium Yes 3 no
Bulgaria Yes 3 no
Cyprus Yes Companies limited by 
guarantee: 2
no 
Czech Republic Yes number divisible by 3 Yes, for larger foundations and 
endowment funds. 
for smaller foundations: a single 
supervisory body (controller).
denmark Yes 3 no
Estonia Yes 1 Yes
Finland Yes 3 no
France Yes 3 no
Germany Yes 1 no
Greece Yes 1 no
Hungary Yes 1 Yes for larger foundations 
ireland Yes 3 no
italy Yes 1 Yes for certain kinds of 
foundation
Latvia Yes 3 no
Lithuania Yes - no
Luxembourg Yes 3 no
Malta Yes purpose foundations: 3 
individuals or 1 juridical 
person. private foundations: 1.
no
netherlands Yes 1 no
Poland Yes 1 Yes
Portugal Yes 1 Yes 
Romania Yes 3 no
slovakia Yes 3 Yes for larger foundations 
slovenia Yes 3 no
spain Yes 3 no
sweden Yes 1 no
united 
Kingdom
Yes incorporated company 
(private): 1. incorporated 
company (public): 2. in 
practice suggested minimum 
of 3.
no
switzerland Yes 1 no
turkey Yes 1 no
ukraine Yes 1 Yes 
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8. REMunERation oF 
BoaRd MEMBERs
CountRy is REMunERation oF BoaRd MEMBERs aLLowEd in CiViL and/oR tax Law?
iF yEs, wHat aRE tHE LiMits?
austria Yes, reasonable remuneration of board members is allowed under tax law with no defined 
statutory maximum amount. Civil law also allows reasonable remuneration of board members of 
public-benefit foundations if this is foreseen in the statutes (no statutory maximum amount). the 
foundation authority has to approve remuneration. if remuneration is not foreseen in the statutes, 
board members have to work on an honourary basis. in civil law, board members of private 
foundations are generally entitled to earn remuneration, but unreasonably high remuneration will 
exclude them from tax exemption.
Belgium Yes, reasonable remuneration is allowed. 
Bulgaria Yes, no explicit restriction.
Cyprus Yes, no explicit restriction and amounts must be bona fide.
Czech Republic Yes, but the administrative and operational expenditures (including remuneration of board 
members) of a foundation or endowment fund are limited. in the case of a foundation, this rule 
may be expressed as a percentage of the yield from the endowment, a percentage of the total 
endowment value or a percentage of the total yearly value of the grants made by the foundation to 
third persons. in the case of an endowment fund, the rule may be expressed as a percentage of the 
yield from the property of the fund, a percentage of the total assets of the fund or a percentage of 
the total yearly value of the grants made by the fund to third persons.
denmark Yes, reasonable remuneration of board members is allowed. the foundation supervisory authority 
may recover any remuneration which goes beyond this limit.
Estonia Yes, reasonable remuneration of board members is allowed. 
Finland Yes, this is allowed in both civil and tax law, but it must be reasonable in terms of size and assets of 
the foundation.
France no, board members can benefit from a refund of their business expenses only if provided by the 
foundation's internal regulations.
Germany Yes, reasonable remuneration of board members is allowed, if this is explicitly allowed by the 
foundation’s statutes.
Greece no. Board members are obliged to perform their services gratuitously, according to both civil and 
tax law.
Hungary Yes, remuneration is allowed and there are no limits. the sum of the remuneration depends on the 
decision of the board of trustees. 
ireland no, remuneration of board members is not allowed for organisations seeking charitable tax 
exemption. reimbursement of expenses is permitted. 
italy Yes, in civil law it is allowed. according to tax law, remuneration of board members is allowed up to 
a threshold provided by law. 
Latvia Yes, it is allowed. for public-benefit organisations, civil law stipulates that remuneration must be 
reasonable.
Lithuania no. members of the fund’s collegiate bodies stipulated in the articles of association, which are not 
its managing bodies, cannot be remunerated for their activities.
Luxembourg no, but board members can have their costs reimbursed. 
Malta the maltese Civil Code states that administrators (board members) may be remunerated for 
their services from the income or capital of the foundation, unless the deed of foundation states 
otherwise.  the voluntary organisations act states that where the foundation qualifies as a 
voluntary organisation, the administrators cannot receive remuneration for the services they 











































CountRy is REMunERation oF BoaRd MEMBERs aLLowEd in CiViL and/oR tax Law?
iF yEs, wHat aRE tHE LiMits?
netherlands Yes, remuneration is allowed when this is in accordance with the statutory provisions of the 
foundation. in the tax law, remuneration of board members is allowed. if a foundation wants 
to be qualified as a charitable institution, remuneration of board members is only allowed for 
reimbursement of expenses, carrying out work, or attending meetings.
Poland Yes, remuneration of board members is allowed, but if the foundation has public-benefit status 
there is a limit on the reimbursement of its supervisory organ as set out in article 8 paragraph 8 
of the act of law of 3 march 2000 on the remuneration of individuals managing certain corporate 
entities.
Portugal Yes, the decree-law 119/83, 25 february, on private social welfare institutions, deals with the 
question: “When the volume of financial transactions or the complexity of the administration of 
the institutions requires the extended presence of one or more members of the managing bodies, 
these may be remunerated, provided that the statutes so permit.” 
Romania no
slovakia Yes, in civil law. Board members can be reimbursed for the costs and expenses incurred by them in 
the course of performance of their tasks as a board member. 
slovenia no
spain no, board members/trustees cannot be paid for being part of the governing board. they, however, 
can be remunerated for any other professional services provided to the foundations as long as: 
the founder has not expressly forbidden it, these services involve a significant contribution to the 
foundation, and it has been authorised by the protectorate.
sweden Yes, remuneration is allowed in civil law. the remuneration must be reasonable. 
united 
Kingdom
Yes, the payment of reasonable remuneration to board members is allowed where permitted by the 
foundation’s governing instrument or otherwise authorised by a court or regulatory body.  there 
are no monetary limits in civil law or tax law. 
switzerland no limits in civil law. However, the tax authorities expect the board members of tax-exempt 
foundations to be working on an honourary basis, though expenses should be repaid. only if 
board members render services that step outside of their obligations as board members, can 
remuneration in line with market conditions be paid. 
turkey Yes, board members can be remunerated according to the provisions of the foundation’s statutes. 
However, it is a widespread practice that the board members of foundations receive either no 
remuneration or considerably lower remuneration than their peers in the private sector. 
ukraine Board members of a public-benefit foundation are only allowed to receive refunds of expenses. 
only remuneration for directors or presidents of boards is allowed. no foundation’s assets or 
income may be distributed to its founder(s) or officers, or used for the benefit of the founder(s) or 
officers, except in the form of salaries for any other professional services provided to the public-
benefit foundation. no explicit restrictions for private foundations.
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9. ConFLiCt oF intEREst
CountRy aRE tHERE RuLEs aGainst ConFLiCt oF intEREst oF BoaRd MEMBERs? 


















netherlands no, but civil law prohibits the conflict of interest of a director for the private or public limited 












switzerland no, only according to the statutes.













































CountRy wHat aRE REquiREMEnts witH REGaRd to REPoRtinG and aCCountaBiLity ?
austria public foundations: Yearly accounts to be sent to the foundation authority. private foundations: an 
accountant appointed by the court or the supervisory board reviews the yearly financial report.
Belgium small private foundations and public utility foundations: accounts and annual budgets with the 
clerk’s office of the commercial court. large private foundations: accounts, information on board 
members and the report of the statutory auditors to be filed with the national Bank of Belgium. all 
foundations  must keep yearly accounts, if they are of a certain size. the income tax return   should 
be filed at the local tax inspection office. 
Bulgaria a report on its financial activities to the national statistical institute by 31 march each year. 
foundations engaged in economic activities must also submit a financial report to the national 
revenue agency. in addition foundations registered as public-benefit organisations must submit 
a report on their activities to the Central registry at the ministry of Justice. the annual activity 
report and the accounts should be submitted in a paper version and electronically. they are open 
to public inspection.
Cyprus Charitable trusts: the trustees must submit to the administrative secretary: account of the gross 
income arising for the benefit of the charity during the year ending on 31 december, account of 
all balances on hand at the beginning of every year and all monies received during the same year, 
account for the same period of all payments, account of all monies owed to or by the charity as 
far as is conveniently possible. societies: unless the articles of association provide otherwise, 
the meeting of members is the reporting body within a society, including taking decisions on 
appointment of auditors and approval of the balance sheet. associations: the reporting body are 
the members of its management who are also obliged to keep accurate and complete accounts. 
the Court has the discretion at any time to order the audit of the accounts of an association. 
Companies limited by guarantee: a Company must file its annual audited accounts and its annual 
returns with the Company registrar and its annual audited accounts also with the income tax 
department. 
Czech Republic a foundation/endowment fund must compile its annual report including financial information 
and file it with the register court. the report is public. the annual report outlines the activities of 
the foundation. it must  include: an outline of assets and liabilities of the foundation; an outline 
of the use of the property of the foundation; information regarding beneficiaries; an assessment 
of whether the foundation adheres to the administrative cost-curbing rule in its economic 
performance; an assessment of basic disclosures contained in the annual financial statements 
and the auditor’s opinion supplemented by significant findings from the audit report (the annual 
financial statements constitute an appendix to the annual report). 
denmark annual accounts of commercial foundations are governed by the same rules that apply to non-
listed limited companies. non-commercial foundations: annual reports must be filed with local tax 
authorities.
Estonia an annual report including details of finances and activities must be submitted to the registry of 
non-profit organisations and foundations. anyone stated by the statutes to be a beneficiary, or 
anyone with any other legitimate interest, has the right to access the annual reports and accounts.  
foundations that have public-benefit status must also submit a report on their public-benefit 
activities to the tax and Customs Board. 
Finland foundations have to maintain accounts and submit annual reports to the registration authority. 
recognition of tax-exempt status requires ongoing non-profit activities and is conferred annually 
by the tax authorities. the following should be sent to the tax authorities: tax return (only if tax 
return forms are sent to the foundation), list of individual grantees (for grants of € 1,000 or more), 
report on received donations and their usage (only donations that are deductable by the donor).
France art. 16 of the model statute requires that all public utility foundations file an annual report and 
financial statements with both the competent prefet and the ministry of the interior. Corporate 
foundations and endowment funds must file their annual report and financial statements with the 
administrative authorities. foundations engaged in public fundraising must also make publicly 
available a special report that details all the funds raised from the public and the use of such funds.
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CountRy wHat aRE REquiREMEnts witH REGaRd to REPoRtinG and aCCountaBiLity ?
Germany foundations must present annual reports to the relevant state authorities according to the laws 
of the Bundesländer, and if they wish to receive tax privileges, to the relevant financial authorities. 
tax-exempt status is reviewed every three years. foundations are not legally requested to make 
the information publicly available.
Greece annual budgets and statements of accounts of revenue and expenses must be made and filed 
with the ministry of finance. public-benefit foundations must work with an annual budget. the 
budget must be approved by the ministry of finance in advance. a balance sheet for the assets and 
liabilities of the foundation must be prepared.
Hungary public-benefit organisations (pBos) shall publish their report on public-benefit activities which shall 
contain the following: accounting report, utilisation of budgetary subsidies, a statement on the 
use of property assets, a statement on designated provisions, amounts of subsidies received from 
budgetary organs, off-budget state funds, local governments or associations of community local 
governments, or from agencies of such, the value or amount of any remuneration extended to the 
senior officers of the pBo, and a brief description of the public-benefit activities.
ireland under the new Charities act annual returns and annual activity reports are to be handed over to 
the new Charities regulatory authority (Cra). the information will be publicly available, except in 
the case of private foundations, where no funding is raised from the public. 
italy foundations have to write and file an annual activity and financial report. Commercial activities 
must be specifically and separately accounted as required by the law for commercial enterprises. 
Bookkeeping of onlus, music foundations and foundations of banking origin is substantially the 
same as for commercial bodies. foundations of banking origin must draft (as part of the annual 
report) a public-benefit report (called bilancio di missione) to be sent to the supervisory authority. 
Latvia foundations with public-benefit status must submit a report of activities during the financial year 
and activity plans for the coming year. the required documents are: annual report of finances 
(balance sheet, income/expenditure report and donation report) must be submitted. for public-
benefit organisations: public-benefit report, including detailed report on expenditure of donations 
and plans for the coming year.
Lithuania an annual report on activities is filed at the request of any legal or natural person, the fund makes 
the report available at the registry office or in any other manner. the report on the fund’s activities 
should include information about the fund’s activities aimed at attaining the objectives specified in 
the articles of association, the number of stakeholders at the end of the financial year, the annual 
financial accounts of the fund, and the number of the fund’s employees at the end of the financial 
year. 
Luxembourg the directors of foundations have to submit accounts and the budget to the ministry of Justice 
every year. the annual accounts must be published in the mémorial. foundations’ written acts 
(invoices, announcements, publications) must include the name of the foundation together with the 
word “foundation”, the mention of the foundation's legal seat as well as the registration number in 
the registre de commerce et des sociétés, luxembourg. 
Malta administrators of foundations must keep accounts. there is no requirement to submit such 
accounts to the registrar for legal persons when applying for the registration of the foundation 
and annually thereafter. the accounts, reports and records must be held for a period of ten years 
after the relevant annual period to which they refer. Where the foundation applies for enrolment 
with the Commissioner for voluntary organisations, the foundation would have to submit its annual 












































CountRy wHat aRE REquiREMEnts witH REGaRd to REPoRtinG and aCCountaBiLity ?
netherlands the board has the duty to maintain financial records (a balance sheet and a statement of revenues 
and expenditures of the foundation). these records have to be kept for 7 years. in principle every 
commercial foundation has to publish its annual accounts within 8 days after they are approved. a 
commercial foundation whose net turnover totals less than €8.8 million and whose assets do not 
exceed the value of €4.4 million over 2 consecutive years could be exempted from the obligatory 
publication of accounts.
Poland a foundation is required to submit a detailed annual activity and financial report to the minister 
relevant to the purpose of the foundation. an annual financial report should also be submitted 
together with the annual tax report, to the fiscal authorities. if a foundation runs economic activity, 
the financial information must be sent to registry of enterprises. a public-benefit foundation must 
also submit a narrative and financial report to the relevant ministry (minister of social policy).  a 
foundation that runs street collections must provide a detailed report on expenditure of money 
raised to the ministry of interior. 
Portugal legal entities of public utility must send to the secretary-general of the presidency of the Council 
of ministers, by electronic mail the annual report and accounts of the previous year, within a period 
of six months after these have been approved. this information is publicly available. 
Romania annual balance sheets must be submitted to the authorities. 
slovakia the foundation shall send a copy of its annual report to the ministry. the foundation shall send 
the auditor’s report for publication in the official Commercial Journal. the annual report shall 
include: a summary of activities engaged in, and their connection with the public-benefit purpose 
pursued by the foundation, annual accounts, analysis of the basic data, and the auditor’s report on 
the annual account, a summary of income; a list of donors if the value of the gift or contribution 
from one donor exceeds €3,319.39, a list of grantees, as well as information on how the donations 
have been used; total expenses itemised according to individual types of activities engaged in and 
the administration expenses; any changes to the statutes or in the composition of its governing 
bodies; the executive director’s remuneration, and remuneration due and payable to members of 
any other governing body, a summary of investment activity and of monies deposited in the funds; 
any other information specified by the board of trustees. the foundation shall keep its books under 
a separate legal rule and monies deposited in the foundation fund shall be kept in the foundation’s 
books separately.
slovenia the foundation shall keep accounts and produce annual reports which must be filed with the body 
competent for foundations. 
spain annual reports must be submitted to the protectorate (state supervisory authority), which then 
sends it to the public register where it is available to the public. foundations must also present 
annual action plans to the appropriate administrative authority, which will be deposited in the 
register of foundations. 
sweden foundations (such as foundations with assets of over 1.5 million swedish Crowns, foundations that 
conduct business, and foundations set up by the state or municipality) must for each financial 
year prepare an annual report including an annual activity report, income statements, balance 
sheets and notes. the annual activity report shall in general terms describe how the purpose has 
been promoted during the past fiscal year. smaller foundations must make a statement of their 
accounts. all foundations must submit an annual tax declaration to the tax office.
united 
Kingdom
all registered charities must prepare an annual return or an annual update (depending on their 
income) and accounts (which should be publically available) and depending on the level of their 
income return this information to the Commission. this must include an updated list of charity 
trustees, annual accounts and an annual report. if the Charity has an annual income of 1 million gBp 
or more, then a summary information return (“sir”) must also be completed. 
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CountRy wHat aRE REquiREMEnts witH REGaRd to REPoRtinG and aCCountaBiLity ?
switzerland if the foundation has an impact on all of switzerland, the Confederation will be the supervisory 
authority. on this federal level, non-profit foundations are supervised by the general secretary of 
the federal department of the interior. it demands an activity report, annual financial statements, 
audit report (where the foundation is obliged to be audited), list of the board members, and the 
board’s approval of the annual reports. the cantons may subject foundations with an impact 
only on one canton to supervision at the cantonal level. the internal cantonal jurisdiction of the 
supervisory authorities is regulated by the cantonal laws. tax reports have to be submitted to the 
tax authorities. the supervisory authority does not decide about tax exemptions.
turkey an annual report is submitted to the general directorate of foundations including information 
about the foundation’s governing bodies, its activities and financial statements. in addition to that, 
if the foundation has public-benefit status (tax-exempt status) it has to submit another report to 
the ministry of finance, which contains information on the financial situation and activities of the 
foundation.
ukraine public-benefit foundations shall report to any donors on disposal of their donations upon their 
requests or without such requests, if the donations have been assigned for specific purposes or 
uses. all foundations shall submit quarterly reports on their revenues and expenditures to the local 
tax authorities. any foundation shall submit copies of its annual financial report and balance sheet 
to the public registrar. the data from annual financial reports and balance sheets are available to 
the public upon request. data on public-benefit foundations are also filed in the separate register of 











































11. PuBLiCation oF annuaL 
REPoRts / aCCounts







denmark non-commercial foundations: no. Commercial foundations: Yes, annual accounts.
Estonia Yes, annual reports are public via Central Commercial register’s online service.
Finland Yes, upon request. 
France Yes
Germany no
Greece Yes, statement of financial information must be published.
Hungary Yes, for tax-exempt public-benefit organisations.




Luxembourg Yes, but only annual accounts and budget.
Malta Yes, but only for foundations that are enrolled or are applying for enrolment with the 
Commissioner for voluntary organisations.
netherlands Yes, but only for commercial foundations. accounts must be published with limited exceptions 
based on size of annual turnover.
Poland Yes
Portugal Yes
Romania Yes, annual accounts only.
slovakia Yes, the auditor’s report is published.
slovenia no
spain Yes 
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12. ExtERnaL audit
CountRy is ExtERnaL audit REquiREd By Law?
austria Yes, for private foundations.
Belgium Yes, for larger foundations.
Bulgaria Yes, for larger foundations.
Cyprus Yes, for associations and Companies limited by guarantee.
Czech Republic Yes
denmark Yes, for commercial foundations.






Hungary Yes, for larger foundations.
ireland Yes, for incorporated foundations. the new Charities act will determine the legal requirements 





Malta no  
netherlands Yes, for medium or large entities.
Poland Yes, for larger foundations. the recently amended bill on public-benefit activity and voluntarism 









Yes, for larger organisations.
switzerland Yes, but with certain exemptions specified in the legislation.














































austria public-benefit foundations under Bsfg: relevant public foundation authority.  
private foundations: Court.
Belgium the ministry of Justice intervenes as the supervising authority upon the creation of a public-
benefit foundation or in case a public-benefit foundation’s statutes are amended. the court of first 
instance also plays a role, as does the court of justice.
Bulgaria the ministry of Justice
Cyprus Charitable trusts, societies/associations: the ministry of interior.  
Companies limited by guarantee: the registrar of Companies.
Czech Republic there is no special supervisory body. there is a combination of strict regulation, internal 
supervision, court supervision and tax authority supervision.
denmark Commercial foundations: ministry of Commerce. non-commercial foundations: ministry of Justice.
Estonia registry of non-profit organisations and foundations is maintained by the courts.
Finland the national Board of patents and registration, a public administrative body.
France the supervisory authority for foundations is made up of both a governmental body (the prefet and 
the ministry of interior) and a special court (the Cour des Comptes).
Germany Civil law foundations are subject to state control according to the respective laws of the 
Bundesländer. 
Greece the ministry of finance, the Council of national Bequests, or another competent ministry, 
depending on the purpose of a foundation. all public-benefit foundations are under the supervision 
of the ministry of finance.
Hungary the public prosecutor's office has judicial supervisory competence over foundations, the state tax 
authority for tax purposes, and the state audit office for auditing the appropriation of budgetary 
subsidies.
ireland the revenue Commissioners currently have the power to remove charitable tax exemption. the 
proposed Charities regulatory authority (Cra), to be established under the new Charities act, has 
yet to be set up.  When established, the Cra is intended to be a public independent body with the 
power to supervise, inspect and investigate public-benefit organisations.
italy supervision of prefectures or regional administrations depending on the type of foundation. 
foundations established before autumn 2000 fall under the supervision of the competent ministry 
and there is special supervision of foundations that pursue cultural purposes. foundations of 
banking origin fall under the supervision of the ministry of economy until all of them divest 
controlling shareholdings in banks. there is a particular agency for onlus.
Latvia the tax administration office (revenue service), a public administrative body.
Lithuania the provisions valid for any legal persons apply to the fund: the state tax inspectorate inspects 
the payment of taxes, the state social insurance fund checks the payment of social benefits. the 
Centre of registers grants and removes the status of support recipient; the national audit office 
may audit the use of public funds.
Luxembourg the ministry of Justice
Malta the registrar for legal persons may accept or refuse to register a foundation. the Commissioner 
for voluntary organisations is the watchdog of the voluntary sector and organisations in general. 
the malta financial services authority authorises and supervises administrators of private 
foundations according to malta’s trusts and trustees act.
netherlands public prosecutor’s office and the district Court/arrondissementsrechtsbank.
Poland the supervisory authority comprises a public administrative body (ministry) or a regional public 
administrative body (starosta).
Portugal Competent public authority.
Romania With regard to public-benefit foundations, the minister of Justice.
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CountRy wHiCH Body?
slovakia the ministry of the interior. 
slovenia the ministry whose operating range covers the purpose for which a given foundation has been 
established. in the event that it is not possible to appoint such a ministry, the ministry responsible 
for public administration shall be competent.
spain the protectorates, which are part of the general state administration.




the Charity Commission for england and Wales, an independent regulator (a non-ministerial 
government department, accountable to parliament and the public).
switzerland foundations are subject to supervision through the community (confederation, cantons, 
municipalities) that they belong to according to their purpose (art. 84 para. 1 ZgB). if the 
foundation has an impact on all of switzerland, the Confederation will be the supervisory 
authority (general secretary of the federal department of the interior). the cantons may subject 
foundations with an impact only on one canton to supervision at the cantonal level. tax reports 
have to be submitted to the tax authorities. the supervisory authority does not decide about tax 
exemptions.
turkey general directorate of foundations, a government entity. the ministry of finance only supervises 
tax-exempt foundations for tax-exempt status compliance and with regard to taxation issues.
ukraine the ministry of Justice is the supervision authority for public-benefit foundations. public registrars 











































14. ExtEnt oF suPERVision
CountRy wHat is tHE ExtEnt oF statE suPERVision?
austria public-benefit foundations: at any moment the administration of the assets may be inspected. 
appointments or resignations of the board have to be reported to the foundation authority within 
two weeks; if management duties are not fulfilled properly, the foundation authority may intervene 
and ask for improvement. should no improvement be evident, the board might be dismissed and 
a commissioner appointed. the supervision authority decides about reimbursement of costs (or 
remuneration) for the organs of the foundation.  
private foundations are audited by accountants/stiftungsprüfer who examine the annual report 
of the board. only professional accountants/auditors can be appointed as stiftungsprüfer. the 
competent court or the supervisory board appoints them.
Belgium the extent of the supervision is quite limited. there are no ex officio inspections, reviews of 
reports, or inquiries. the Court can only take action in specific circumstances, upon a request 
introduced by the public prosecutor or by a director of the foundation, by its board of directors, or 
by any interested party.
Bulgaria if infringements of the law are found, the minister of Justice notifies the public prosecutor and 
the bodies of the state financial Control who will conduct preliminary checks. these measures 
can result in deletion of the registration in the Central registry and deletion of the organisation’s 
special status as a public-benefit organisation. the minister of Justice is also entitled to exercise 
ongoing oversight, requesting the current information entered in the register. 
Cyprus the relevant legislation does not provide for any regulatory or supervisory control of foundations. 
the laws under which foundations are established merely impose filing or regulatory requirements 
on an annual basis.
Czech Republic there is a combination of strict regulation, internal supervision, court supervision and tax authority 
supervision. public-benefit organisations are not subject to inspection.
denmark the ministry of Justice is responsible for the supervision of non-commercial foundations. 
in practice, the ministry delegates the supervision activities to a department of the ministry 
called Civilstyrelsen. the ministry of Commerce supervises most commercial foundations. the 
supervisory authority is delegated to the danish commerce authority.
Estonia public-benefit organisations submit reports on their public-benefit activities to the tax and 
Customs Board. tax and Customs Board conducts reviews to determine whether the organisations 
granted public-benefit status fulfil the requirements of public-benefit status.
Finland all foundations are subject to supervision under the national Board of patents and registration. 
the official supervision consists mostly of the review of the annual accounts and annual activity 
report of the foundation, but other reviews are possible. in fact, any irregular situation may be 
sanctioned or corrected by a demand for rectification or an injunction, or it may result in damages 
and demands for punishment or dismissal of the board or even dissolution of the foundation. the 
tax authority has normal rights for tax inspection on tax-exempt foundations.
France the Cour des Comptes has full jurisdiction to audit the reports and accounts of the foundations, 
as well as their use of the funds raised from the public or derived from legacies and gifts made to 
them. all public-benefit organisations are subject to this inspection provided either they raise funds 
from the public, or they receive gifts and donations giving the right to a tax credit for their donors.
Germany Civil law foundations are subject to state control according to the respective laws of the 
Bundesländer. each state has its own supervisory system. the supervision authority has to ensure 
that the statute and activities of the foundation do not contravene the law and that the will of the 
founder is observed. the state authority has the right to be informed. according to the different 
laws of the Bundesländer, foundations must file annual reports with the supervisory authority. 
the authority is allowed to object to activities or decisions of the organs of the foundations which 
are illegal or do not conform to the founder’s will. in this case, the authority can also order the 
foundation’s board to take specific action.
Greece the supervisory authority reviews reports and makes inquiries.
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CountRy wHat is tHE ExtEnt oF statE suPERVision?
Hungary the public prosecutor's office shall initiate to release, modify or annul some rules of the statutes; 
inspect decisions, provisions, and other documents; launch inquiries (enter office spaces); and 
request information. the public prosecutor is entitled to file for court action if the legitimacy of 
a foundation's activities cannot be otherwise ensured. the court shall order the foundation's 
management to restore the lawful operation of the foundation by a specific deadline. the court 
shall terminate the foundation if the management fails to comply by this deadline.
ireland the revenue Commissioners currently have the power to remove charitable tax exemption.  the 
proposed Charities regulatory authority (Cra) is intended to be a public independent body with 
the power to supervise, inspect and investigate public-benefit organisations.  Boards of directors 
will require the Cra’s approval before entering into certain agreements with charity trustees or 
connected persons.  the ultimate sanction given to the Cra is the power to remove a charity from 
the register. exercise of this power in many instances requires the prior approval of the High 
Court.   
italy the administration has a general power to supervise foundation activity. in cases of misconduct 
or ineffectiveness, the administration also has power of intervention. it can appoint an external 
commissioner and authorise him to proceed against former board members; it can also dissolve or 
transform the foundation. in theory this power is very broad-ranging, but in practice it is not widely 
used. the administration authority can ask for yearly financial and activity reports.
Latvia the authority reviews the financial data of the foundation, and may organise an inspection at the 
office of the foundation. any supervision is mainly targeted towards financial and tax management, 
not the content (activities of the foundation). public-benefit organisations are inspected more 
strictly since their actions influence income tax payments.
Lithuania the state tax inspectorate inspects the payment of taxes, the state social insurance fund checks 
the payment of social benefits. the Centre of registers grants and removes the status of support 
recipient; the national audit office may audit the use of public funds.
Luxembourg the ministry of Justice has to ensure that the assets of foundations are used for the purpose(s) for 
which they were created. the district court (civil) of the place where the foundation is domiciled 
may, upon a request by either any interested third party or the public prosecutor, revoke the 
directors if they act imprudently or contrary to their obligations as set forth by the law on non-
profit associations and foundations; or if they do not use the assets according to their destination 
as per the statutes; or if they use the assets in a way contrary to public policy and order. new 
directors are then appointed pursuant to the statutes or, if the court so decides, by the ministry of 
Justice.  furthermore, the district court may - on request of a director, any interested third party or 
the public prosecutor - dissolve a foundation if it has become unable to accomplish the purpose(s) 
for which it was created. in practice there seems to be hardly any active supervision other than to 
check whether annual accounts are filed.
Malta the registrar for legal persons simply ensures that the registration documents are in conformity 
with the requirements laid down by maltese law. the Commissioner for voluntary organisations 
has vast supervisory powers: monitoring accounts and other documents; reviewing documentation 
and making inquiries; and applying to the Board of appeal for the suspension of the activities of a 
foundation or for the cancellation of its enrolment in certain cases (if the voluntary organisation 
is not pursuing the purposes for which it was established or is carrying out unlawful activities, 
including making public collections without the necessary authorisation). if the person or 
organisation uses its Certificate of enrolment in an abusive manner, the Commissioner may 
prohibit such person or organisation from using the certificate; or apply to the Board of appeal to 
take action to seize any funds raised or public collections made by such person or organisation and 











































CountRy wHat is tHE ExtEnt oF statE suPERVision?
netherlands the supervision will only take place on request of interested parties. only upon request will the 
district Court undertake action in the interest of the foundation. interested parties can ask for a 
decision to change the statutes, dismiss directors or dissolve the foundation. the district Court is 
the competent authority to take such action in the interest of the foundation. dissolution is the last 
resort.
Poland the supervisory authority (relevant minister or his delegate) reviews reports submitted by the 
foundation and can make inquiries, and demand oral or written clarification, as well as documents 
or other information materials for inspection, and any other data relating to the subject of control. 
it might also carry out control duties at the seat of the foundation.
Portugal if a foundation fails to meet the criteria of public utility, the competent authority will remove its 
public utility status. government supervision and related sanctions are wider for private social 
welfare institutions. accounts have to be approved by the competent public authorities, who 
are able to inquire into the affairs of the foundation. they may also act in court requesting the 
dismissal of any member of the board. the court shall then appoint an independent receiver and 
manager to act in place of the governing board. the same procedure is available when the interests 
of the institution, the state or the beneficiaries are urgently at stake. When there is evidence that 
the foundation is acting against the law or is creating a severe risk to either the physical or mental 
health of its beneficiaries, the competent authority has the right to close the institution. 
Romania the regulation on supervision requires that the financial documents are submitted on time and 
there are some regulations regarding the paid staff.
slovakia the ministry reviews foundations’ annual reports and makes inquiries if any imperfections are 
noticed, e.g. if a foundation submits an annual report that is not in compliance with the legal 
requirements. tax authorities are entitled to make inspections of any organisations that are 
beneficiaries of the 2% tax assignation. However, the extent of their inspection is limited to the 
use of assigned resources, and does not cover the organisation’s public-benefit status or its use of 
other organisations' resources or activities.
slovenia in the course of the establishment, operation and termination of foundations, the ministry whose 
operating range covers the purpose for which a given foundation has been established (the body 
competent for foundations) will be responsible for overseeing that foundation. the body competent 
for foundations may request an audit of financial management by a certified auditor.
spain the protectorate will oversee the exercise of the rights of foundations and the legality of their 
constitutions and functioning.




the Commission has statutory objectives to ensure trustees comply with their legal obligations 
in managing charities and to increase public trust and confidence in charities. they also have a 
statutory function to identify and investigate abuse and mismanagement in charities. 
switzerland the supervisory authority has to monitor the foundation to ensure that its purpose is fulfilled, 
the founder’s will is complied with and that the foundation organs do not make any decisions that 
are in contradiction to the foundation deed or the stipulated regulations and/or that are illegal or 
immoral.
turkey in general, the general directorate of foundations reviews the annual reports and makes inquiries. 
the gdf inspectors examine selected foundations and their affiliates to ascertain whether they are 
consistent with the law and to check the appropriateness of their purpose. the ministry of finance 
may also review the tax exemption reports and make inquiries. ministry of finance tax inspectors 
have the right to audit foundations for tax purposes.
ukraine the law explicitly allows the reviewing of reports and making of inquiries. public-benefit 
foundations are subject to inspection by the supervisory authority under this law.
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15. assEts and dissoLution
CountRy Can a Foundation’s assEts REVERt BaCK to PRiVatE ownERsHiP in CasE oF 
dissoLution?
austria no. all assets except the assets deposited by founders, must be applied to public-benefit, 
benevolent or religious purposes.
Belgium no. the assets should be transmitted to another entity which has a similar purpose. the statutes 
should indicate which organisation would be entitled to receive the net assets. 
Bulgaria no. any property remaining after the liquidation of the public-benefit organisation shall be 
transferred to an organisation designated for performing public-benefit activities with the same or 
similar non-profit purposes. the recipient organisation could be specified in a foundation’s statutes 
and if it is not, the registration court determines it. 
Cyprus no. the assets must be given to other charitable institutions of the same nature as the foundation 
under dissolution or to the state.
Czech Republic no. the founder can state in the foundation charter that any liquidation balance in case of 
dissolution of the foundation/endowment fund has to be transferred to another foundation/
endowment fund pursuing the same purpose. if the foundation charter does not state this, the 
liquidator will offer this liquidation balance to a foundation/endowment fund with an identical, or 
similar, purpose. 
denmark no. for a foundation to be considered a public interest foundation, its statutes must provide that 
in case of dissolution of the foundation, any remaining assets have to be transferred to another 
public-benefit foundation or used to advance a public-benefit purpose.
Estonia the articles of association must describe how assets will be distributed upon liquidation or 
dissolution. in case of public-benefit organisations the assets remaining after satisfaction of the 
claims of the creditors must be transferred to an association entered in the list of non-profit 
associations and foundations benefiting from income tax incentives.  
Finland no. the statutes of a foundation must include a clause on how the remaining assets are to be used. 
if no such clause exists, then the assets of the foundation will go to the state, which must allocate 
them in turn to promoting the purpose associated with the operations of the foundation concerned.
France no. french civil law provides that, in such a situation, the foundation's assets must be devolved by 
the board to another foundation. a similar rule applies to endowment funds.
Germany there must be a special regulation in the statute of the foundation which specifies to whom the 
assets belong in case of dissolution.
Greece the founder has to specify in the statutes what is to be done with the residual assets. if it is not 
specified, then in the case of the foundation’s dissolution these assets must be transferred to the 
public treasury.
Hungary no. unless otherwise stipulated in the charter, the assets of a terminated foundation shall be 
allocated by the Court of registration for the support of another foundation with a similar purpose.
ireland no. in the event of dissolution, a foundation’s assets are given or transferred to some 
other charitable institution or institutions having similar purposes or goals as those of the 
foundation under the cy près doctrine. 
italy no. the italian Civil Code stipulates that the assets’ devolution must be made under the rules of the 
statute or, in the absence of them, by the governmental authority to foundations with similar aims. 
onlus’ assets have to be given to another onlus in case of dissolution of the entity.
Latvia no. the statutes should define what happens in this case. However, assets cannot be distributed 
among founders, members of the board and other institutions, or their relatives.
Lithuania no. the fund’s assets and funds remaining after all the claims by creditors and claims by 
stakeholders are transferred (before the fund is removed from the legal entities’ register) to 
another public legal person(s) as determined by the meeting of stakeholders or the court which has 











































CountRy Can a Foundation’s assEts REVERt BaCK to PRiVatE ownERsHiP in CasE oF 
dissoLution?
Luxembourg no. such assets are to be used in accordance with what the statutes stipulate for this. if for some 
reason this cannot be achieved, the assets are to be used for a purpose similar to the one for which 
the foundation has been incorporated.
Malta no for "purpose" foundations; yes for private foundations. "purpose" foundations, including 
those which are voluntary organisations and/or enrolled with the Commissioner for voluntary 
organisations, must give their assets to another organisation with similar purposes on dissolution.  
in the case of a private foundation, on dissolution, the assets shall, subject to the terms of the 
foundation, devolve on the founder or his heirs at law.
netherlands this depends on the foundation's statutory provisions. if nothing is provided in its statutes, the 
assets will go to the state which will use them as far as possible for the purpose of the foundation.
Poland no. the assets have to be allocated to an organisation or institution having similar statutory 
purposes. if the statutes do not contain a dissolution clause, the court decides on the distribution of 
the assets taking into account the purposes of the foundation.
Portugal  “the destination of the property (…) is that which is fixed for it by the statutes (...), notwithstanding 
the provisions of special laws; in the absence of such fixing or of a special law, the court, at the 
request of the public prosecutor’s office, the liquidators, or any other (…) interested party, shall 
determine that it be attributed to another legal person or to the state, ensuring, as far as is 
possible, the realisation of the aims of the [dissolved entity]." 
Romania the assets can be transferred to private or legal persons under public law with an identical or 
similar aim. 
slovakia no. the liquidator is obliged to offer the liquidation surplus to another foundation or to the 
municipality in which the dissolved foundation had its principal headquarters. the liquidation 
surplus, if accepted by the municipality, may only be used for public-benefit and benevolent 
purposes. the property that is part of the foundation’s endowment may be offered to another 
foundation duly registered in accordance with the act on foundations.
slovenia no. in accordance with the will and the purpose of the founder(s), the remainder of the property 
following liquidation must be allocated to another foundation with the same or similar purpose.
spain no. in case of dissolution all assets of the foundation being dissolved should be committed to 
another foundation or general interest purpose entity (for example: associations or even a public 
entity with general interest purposes). the receiving entity should be designated either by the 
founder through the bylaws, or by a decision of the board of trustees. if neither option is taken, the 
protectorate will make the decision. 
sweden no. in case of dissolution, the assets have to be spent on the same purpose the foundation pursued 
or used for a similar one. 
united 
Kingdom
no. surplus assets remaining after the discharge of liabilities can generally be transferred only to 
another charity with the same or similar purposes. 
switzerland the law on foundations does generally not provide for the distribution of assets and liquidation. 
so art. 57 and 58 ZgB apply, which refer inter alia to the liquidation regulations provided for in the 
law on Cooperatives and stock Companies. thus, assets can revert to private ownership under 
strict terms. if tax exemption is sought, however, the assets must be given to similar charitable 
institutions.
turkey no. any estate and rights remaining after the settlement of the debts of a dissolved or terminated 
foundation shall be reverted to the entity that is designated in the foundation statutes. if there 
is no such entity, the court shall make a decision and allocate the foundation’s assets to another 
foundation with a similar purpose. 
ukraine no. in case of a foundation’s dissolution, its remaining assets shall be distributed to another 
tax-exempt foundation, of public-benefit or private purpose accordingly, or transferred to the 
government. 
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16. adMinistRation Costs
CountRy is tHERE a MaxiMuM tHat Can BE sPEnt on oFFiCE/
adMinistRation Costs in CiViL and/oR tax Law?
aMount 
austria no, but administration costs should be reasonable for the 
foundation to receive tax exemption.
-
Belgium yes 20% of the organisation’s 
resources
Bulgaria no -
Cyprus no, but amounts should be bona fide. -
Czech Republic yes, as determined by the foundation’s statutes. foundation statutes must define 
a specific limit, in accordance 
with certain criteria (please see 
efC country profile).
denmark yes administration costs exceeding 
12% of annual gross income must 





Germany no, but many local foundation laws demand that administration 






Latvia yes, in civil law. 25% of general donations
Lithuania no -
Luxembourg no -
Malta no, but administration costs should be reasonable. -
netherlands no, but administration costs should be reasonable for the 





slovakia no, but administration costs must be separately accounted for. -
slovenia no -
spain yes administration costs should 
not exceed the higher of the 
following two figures: either 5% 
of a foundation’s equity or 20% 











































CountRy is tHERE a MaxiMuM tHat Can BE sPEnt on oFFiCE/
adMinistRation Costs in CiViL and/oR tax Law?
aMount 
sweden no, but administration costs should be reasonable. -
united 
Kingdom
no, but administration costs should be reasonable. -
switzerland no, but administration costs should be reasonable 
(administration costs of 10 – 20% of the foundations funds are 
considered reasonable).
-
turkey yes a maximum of 1/3 of the 
annual income can be spent on 
administration costs.
ukraine yes, in civil law, for public-benefit foundations only. 20% of annual income
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17. tiMELy disBuRsEMEnt 
oF inCoME
CountRy doEs CiViL and/oR tax Law REquiRE a Foundation to sPEnd its inCoME, oR a 
CERtain aMount oF its inCoME, witHin a CERtain PERiod oF tiME (E.G. witHin 





Czech Republic the court will wind up a foundation that cannot fulfill its purpose as well as a foundation that does 
not distribute grants for a period of 2 years.
denmark no
Estonia no
Finland yes, tax law states that a foundation should spend most of its annual income (not capital gains) 
within a reasonable period.
France no
Germany yes, required by tax law.
Greece no
Hungary no
ireland no, but if a foundation wishes to accumulate capital for more than 2 years, the foundation must 
first obtain permission from the revenue Commissioners.
italy for foundations of banking origin, at least half of the profits of the year, all legal funds deducted, 
must be granted in the following years. onlus are obliged to use their profit to pursue their 
institutional purposes. other foundations must also give some grants within a reasonable period of 







Portugal yes at least 50% of overall net income must be allocated to the purposes justifying the 
foundation’s tax exemption by the end of the 4th year of activity after that in which the income 
was obtained.
Romania no
slovakia depends on the type of income: income from tax designation must be spent within a certain period.
slovenia no
spain yes, civil and tax law state that a foundation must dedicate at least 70% of net income to pursue a 
general interest purpose within 4 years.
sweden yes, according to tax law a foundation must use approximately 80% of its income to pursue its 
public-benefit purpose within a period of 5 years.
united 
Kingdom
yes, civil and tax law require that income must be spent within a reasonable period, generally 
accepted to be 3 years.
switzerland no
turkey yes, for foundations with tax-exempt status.
ukraine yes, tax law states that private foundations with tax-exempt status shall pay retained income tax 
at the standard rate (article 157.11, tax Code), if they fail to spend 75% of their income before april 











































18. disBuRsEMEnt oF assEts
CountRy doEs CiViL and/oR tax Law REquiRE a Foundation to sPEnd a CERtain 
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19. REquiREMEnts FoR 
Foundations to 
RECEiVE tax ExEMPtions 
CountRy wHat aRE tHE REquiREMEnts to RECEiVE tax 
ExEMPtions?
is tHE ExEMPtion 
autoMatiC oR is sPECiaL 
RECoGnition FRoM tHE 
tax autHoRity nEEdEd?
austria foundations directly and exclusively pursuing public-benefit, 
benevolent, or religious purposes can receive tax exemptions.
special recognition needed 
Belgium exemption from corporate tax is only applicable to entities with 
non-profit status. the exemption is not subject to any prior 
formal agreement by the tax authorities. the tax inspector, 
however, may challenge the organisation’s income tax status 
later on at any time. 
automatic 
Bulgaria foundations can register as public-benefit under the law on 
non-profit legal entities (lnpe). 
special recognition needed
Cyprus an organisation which is incorporated exclusively and solely 
for the promotion of the arts, the sciences or sports from 
which it does not seek to gain profits for itself or its members, 
and whose activities are limited only to such causes, shall be 
exempt from income tax.
automatic 
Czech Republic tax exemption for a foundation registered in the Czech 
republic is applied automatically on the basis of the law, based 
on the legal form of the foundation (endowment fund).
automatic
denmark any foundation can apply to the danish national tax authorities 
to be approved as having a public-benefit purpose for certain 
tax purposes (deductibility of donations made to foundations 
and other public-benefit organisations). this approval as public-
benefit does not have any effect on the ability of a foundation 
to deduct its donations from its taxable income under danish 
tax law.
special recognition needed
Estonia the government may grant tax-exempt status to foundations 
that serve a public-benefit purpose; that do not distribute any 
income to their founders, members of the board or to persons 
who have made donations to the foundation; and whose 
administration costs do not exceed what is necessary for 
achieving their stated purposes. in order to be included in the 
list of organisations benefiting from income tax incentives, a 
foundation must file an application and give information about 
its statutes and activities. 
special recognition needed 
Finland a foundation is automatically exempt from taxation once it 
is created for non-profit purposes. recognition of exempt 
status requires ongoing maintenance of non-profit activities 
and is conferred by the taxation authorities after submission 
of each annual income tax return. under the income tax act, 
an organisation is eligible for tax-exempt status if it operates 
solely and directly for the public-benefit/general good in 
a material, mental/intellectual, ethical or social sense. the 













































CountRy wHat aRE tHE REquiREMEnts to RECEiVE tax 
ExEMPtions?
is tHE ExEMPtion 
autoMatiC oR is sPECiaL 
RECoGnition FRoM tHE 
tax autHoRity nEEdEd?
France a favourable tax regime applies automatically as soon as a 
public utility foundation is established, irrespective of the 
location of its activities. no special application is needed to 
receive tax exemption. the same rule applies to endowment 
funds unless they are authorised to spend down their capital.
automatic
Germany foundations can be exempt from it if they pursue qualified 
philanthropic purposes enumerated in the abgabenordnung 
(ao). the foundation has to carry out its tax-privileged purpose 
unselfishly, exclusively and directly. 
special recognition needed
Greece the pursuit of public-benefit purposes is the main requirement 
for receiving tax exemptions. according to article 1 of law 
2039/1939, a charitable purpose is any public, religious, 
philanthropic or other purpose beneficial to the community.
special recognition needed
Hungary income below a specified threshold/proportion of total income, 
depending on the type of organisation (pBo or prominently 
public-benefit organisation), is exempt from income tax. 
special recognition as pBo
ireland Charities must be judged to have charitable purposes (i.e. 
pursue one of the following: the advancement of religion, the 
advancement of education, the relief of poverty, and ‘other 
purposes’ beneficial to the community).tax exemption for 
donors and for the foundation only applies two years after a 
charity number is issued.
special recognition as charity 
with revenue Commissioners 
italy not all foundations receive tax exemptions. onlus are 
exempted from income tax with regard to income deriving 
from the organisation's institutional activities as well as from 
directly related activities. onlus can only operate in certain 
social fields stipulated by law, cannot distribute dividends, and 
are obliged to invest all income in their social activities and to 
publish an annual report.
special recognition needed
Latvia tax exemptions are applied only to organisations with public-
benefit status and those organisations which are registered in 
the register of social service providers.
special recognition needed
Lithuania support to legal and natural persons in the fields of science, 
culture, education, arts, religion, sports, health care, social care 
and assistance, and environmental protection, as well as in 
other fields recognised as selfless and beneficial to society. tax 
exemption is only granted for an income up to a certain ceiling 
– donations and grants are tax exempt.
automatic
Luxembourg state-approved foundations are by definition bodies of public 
interest pursuing public-benefit purposes. as such, they are 
automatically exempt from income tax (if they directly and 
exclusively pursue public-benefit purposes). However, they 
remain taxable to the extent that they carry out industrial or 
commercial activities.
automatic 
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CountRy wHat aRE tHE REquiREMEnts to RECEiVE tax 
ExEMPtions?
is tHE ExEMPtion 
autoMatiC oR is sPECiaL 
RECoGnition FRoM tHE 
tax autHoRity nEEdEd?
Malta the income of any foundation of a public character which 
is engaged in philanthropic work and either qualifies for 
exemptions in accordance with rules made for this purpose by 
the minister responsible for finance, or is named by the said 
minister as engaged in philanthropic work, is exempt from 
tax under malta’s income tax act, Chapter 123 of the laws of 
malta.
special recognition needed 
where no rules have been made 
by the minister responsible for 
finance or any such rules do not 
apply. 
netherlands in order to receive tax exemptions a foundation has to be 
officially qualified as a charity by the dutch tax authorities 
(specific criteria include: no intention to make a profit and a 
demonstrably charitable character, reasonable fundraising and 
administration costs, transparent bookkeeping, and a clear 
policy plan).
special recognition needed
Poland the tax law makes the income of public-benefit organisations 
(as defined in the act on public-benefit activity and 
voluntarism) tax-free as far as it is designated for their 
statutory activity, excluding economic activity. together with 
the annual tax return a foundation must submit a list of all 
corporate and institutional donors. 
special recognition needed 
Portugal the exemption must be recognised, at the request of the 
foundation, by the ministry of finance, which, through a 
dispatch published in the official gazette, will define its 
scope. the foundation must spend, in the following 4 financial 
years, 50% of its net income in the fulfilment of its purpose. 
otherwise this tax benefit will be withdrawn.
special recognition needed 
Romania there are no tax exemptions. n/a
slovakia tax exemptions are related to the specific taxes and activities 
and not to legal form or public-benefit status, and as such 
there are no general requirements to receive exemptions. 
according to the tax law, a foundation is defined as a not-for-
profit organisation pursuing public-benefit activities that is 
eligible to register as a recipient of portion of paid income tax 
(tax designation of 2% of paid income tax of private and legal 
entities).
special recognition needed
slovenia under the Corporate income tax act, foundations are exempt 
from taxes as per the said act if the foundations’ operations are 
effectively in line with the purposes of their establishment and 
operation. However, foundations are liable to income tax on 












































CountRy wHat aRE tHE REquiREMEnts to RECEiVE tax 
ExEMPtions?
is tHE ExEMPtion 
autoMatiC oR is sPECiaL 
RECoGnition FRoM tHE 
tax autHoRity nEEdEd?
spain registered spanish foundations, as well as offices of 
foreign foundations, which are registered in spain, receive a 
privileged tax regime upon request if they meet the following 
requirements listed in the tax act: use at least 70% of net 
income to pursue their general interest purposes within a 
period of 4 years; submit an annual financial report and annual 
accounts to the protectorate; fulfil accounting obligations; 
and non-tax-exempt unrelated economic activities must not 
exceed 40% of the total revenues. the founders, members of 
the governing bodies and their relatives cannot be the principal 
beneficiaries nor can they take advantage of the services that 
foundations carry out.
special recognition needed
sweden if a foundation has a public-benefit purpose and uses its income 





once a foundation established in england or Wales has been 
registered as a charity by the Commission (or the equivalent 
body for charities established in scotland or northern ireland), 
such registration will generally lead to its acceptance as a 
charity for tax purposes by the tax authority, Her majesty’s 
revenue and Customs (HmrC). Charities can apply to HmrC 
Charities for recognition of their charitable status for tax 
purposes.
special recognition needed
switzerland legal persons that pursue public or charitable purposes 
are exempt from taxes for profits that are exclusively and 
irrevocably dedicated to such purposes. this regulation applies 
accordingly to cantonal taxes imposed on profit and capital. 
special recognition needed
turkey tax exemption may be granted to foundations established 
with the purpose of performing a public service or services by 
the Council of ministers upon the proposal of the ministry of 
finance. although there is a special regulation on tax-exempt 
foundations in the tax laws, these only confer a general 
exemption from corporate tax. foundations, tax-exempt or not, 
are subject to all other taxes.
special recognition needed 
ukraine general requirements in article 157 of the tax Code include: 
registration as a legal entity under ukrainian laws;  tax resident 
status; not-for-profit statutory purpose; non-distribution 
constraint; statutory transfer of the assets to other tax-exempt 
entities in case of dissolution; exhaustive list of economic 
activities in the statutes; tax-exempt income shall not be 
used for business activities. However, the tax Code does not 
specify the procedures to receive tax-exempt status, which are 
regulated by tax authorities’ instructions. 
special recognition needed
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20. aCtiVitiEs aBRoad and 
iMPLiCations FoR 
tax-ExEMPt status
CountRy do aCtiVitiEs aBRoad Put tHE tax-ExEMPt status oF a PuBLiC-BEnEFit 
Foundation at RisK?
austria yes, if the foundation operates mainly abroad.
Belgium no, but certain categories of organisation specified by law should carry out their activities 







France no, but tax benefits to donors will not be granted if a foundation does not conduct the main part of 
its activities in france. Certain exceptions to this principle are specified pursuant to comments from 
the tax authorities. it seems however that the french tax authorities are contemplating limiting the 
tax reduction for donors only to those making gifts to public utility foundations performing their 
activities only in france. 
Germany no, although tax exemption requires that pursuing activities abroad can have a positive impact for 





Latvia no, but tax exemptions are not applicable to activities abroad.
Lithuania no
Luxembourg no
Malta no, in general, although it depends on the type of activity conducted.
netherlands no
Poland no
Portugal yes, tax-exempt status is dependent on the requirement that the entity pursues aims of general 






















































21. donations: inCoME tax, 
GiFt and inHERitanCE tax
CountRy do PuBLiC-BEnEFit Foundations Pay inCoME tax 
on GRants and donations?
aRE GRants/donations 
suBjECt to GiFt and in-
HERitanCE tax?
austria no Yes, donations to national 
foundations are generally 
taxed at a flat rate of 2.5%. if 
real property is the subject of 
the donation there exists an 
additional flat rate of 3.5%.
Belgium no Yes, rates of inheritance tax 
on legacies to public-benefit 
foundations are reduced to 
6.6%, 7% or 8.8%, depending 
on the region of Belgium in which 
the donor is resident. the rate 
of gift tax is reduced to 6.6% or 
7% depending as above on the 
region.
Bulgaria no no
Cyprus no no, there is no such tax.
Czech Republic no no
denmark yes, unless given to build up the foundation’s endowment. no, if the foundation is included 





Germany no no, generally donations and 
legacies to public-benefit 
foundations are exempt.
Greece no Yes, at a reduced rate of 0.5%.
Hungary no no
ireland no no
italy no no, for public-benefit foundations 
and foundations of banking 
origin.
Latvia no no
Lithuania no Yes, but applied to the donor 
only.
Luxembourg no Yes, at a reduced rate of 4% that 
does not apply to gifts or legacies 
by bequest that establish the 
foundation. gift tax is only due 
on registered gifts; informal gifts 
(“dons manuels”) are not subject 
to gift tax.
Malta no, for grants/donations of cash. Yes, for some assets.
netherlands no no, for recognised public-benefit 
organisations.
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CountRy do PuBLiC-BEnEFit Foundations Pay inCoME tax 
on GRants and donations?
aRE GRants/donations 
suBjECt to GiFt and in-
HERitanCE tax?
Poland no no
Portugal no no 
Romania no no
slovakia no no, there is no such tax.
slovenia no no
spain no no




switzerland no no, in general, but this varies 
according to the local legislation 
of each canton.
turkey no no











































22. inCoME FRoM assEt 
adMinistRation
CountRy is inCoME FRoM assEt adMinistRation taxEd? 
austria no 
Belgium Yes
Bulgaria no, income from interest on bank deposits and sale of shares is not taxed. However, dividends are 
taxed at a rate of 5% and capital gains at 10%.
Cyprus no, but income from disposal of certain assets is taxed.
Czech Republic no
denmark Yes, but dividends from companies in which a foundation holds at least 10% of the shares are 
exempt.
Estonia no
Finland no, but there are some exceptions (e.g. private equity funds).
France no, most investment income is exempt.
Germany no





Lithuania no, provided that the foundation’s annual profit does not exceed 1 million lithuanian litas (ltl) 
(approx. €300,000).
Luxembourg no, provided it does not derive from a commercial activity and it is used for the main objectives of 
the foundation.
Malta Yes, but this rule is subject to some exceptions.
netherlands no, unless the investment qualifies as business activity.
Poland no, provided it is used for the foundation’s purpose.
Portugal no, but income from bearer securities is taxed.
Romania no, provided the profits do not exceed €15,000.
slovakia no, except for income from sale of investments.
slovenia no 
spain no
sweden no, provided the foundation fulfils the criteria listed in the law.
united 
Kingdom
no, although no relief is available for foreign taxes on foreign investment income or capital gains.
switzerland no
turkey Yes, tax is withheld at source.
ukraine no
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23. MajoRity sHaREHoLdinG 
and its taxation
CountRy is MajoRity sHaREHoLdinG in CoMPaniEs 
PERMittEd?
is MajoRity sHaREHoLdinG 
in CoMPaniEs taxEd?
austria public-benefit foundations: no. private foundations: Yes, if not 
involved in company management.
no. if the foundation invests 
its assets in resident company 
shares or participation, the 
dividends are not taxed.
Belgium Yes Yes. income from dividends is 
subject to the tax on legal entities 
at a rate of 15% or 25%.
Bulgaria Yes Yes. income from shareholding 
is first taxed in the subsidiary 
company with a corporate tax 
(10%). afterwards the profit is 
subject to a dividends tax (5%), 
which is withheld at the source.
Cyprus Yes no
Czech Republic no n/a
denmark Yes no. dividends received from 
companies in which the 
foundation holds at least 10% of 
the shares are exempt from tax.
Estonia Yes no
Finland Yes no
France Yes no, unless the foundation 
is actively involved in the 
operational management of a 
company.




ireland Yes no, provided that the activity is 
in support of the organisation’s 
charitable purposes. 
italy Yes, although onlus can own the major shareholding only of 
certain companies. foundations of banking origin may only own 
major shareholding of non-instrumental enterprises.
Yes 
Latvia Yes (although there is no precedent for this). no
Lithuania Yes no, provided that the 
foundation’s annual profit does 
not exceed 1 million lithuanian 
litas (ltl) (approx. €300,000).
Luxembourg Yes Yes, if deemed to be commercial 
activity, major shareholding is 
subject to the regular corporate 
tax rate of around 30%. 
Malta Yes Yes, but this depends on whether 
the foundation is being treated 











































CountRy is MajoRity sHaREHoLdinG in CoMPaniEs 
PERMittEd?
is MajoRity sHaREHoLdinG 
in CoMPaniEs taxEd?
netherlands Yes, although the dutch tax authorities are of the opinion 
that a major shareholding in a commercial entity restricts 
the foundation’s eligibility to obtain the status of an anBi 
(institution for general Benefit).
no, provided that the foundation 
is not directly involved with the 
management of the company.
Poland Yes, with help of asset managers. no
Portugal Yes no
Romania Yes Yes, taxed at 16% of dividend 
value.
slovakia Yes Yes 
slovenia no n/a
spain Yes, if a foundation owns a majority of shares in a company it 
will have to inform the relevant protectorate.
no







ukraine Yes, although the acquiring of 10% or more of the shares of 
one company can be subject to anti-trust Committee approval.
no












































24. inCoME FRoM 
EConoMiC aCtiVitiEs 
CountRy is inCoME FRoM EConoMiC aCtiVitiEs taxEd? 
austria Yes
Belgium no, provided that these activities remain ancillary.
Bulgaria Yes
Cyprus no, if related to purpose.
Czech Republic no, profits of less than 300,000 CZK (approx. €11,000) are exempt. However, a foundation is 
prohibited from doing business under its own name, save for real estate leases and organising 
lotteries, raffles, public collections, cultural, social, sport and educational events.
denmark Yes
Estonia no
Finland no, provided that the activities are ancillary, are directly related to the foundation’s purpose, and 
are stipulated in the foundation’s statutes. unrelated activities are taxed.
France no, provided that the activities are directly related to the foundation’s purpose. unrelated activities 
are taxed.
Germany no, provided that the activities are directly related to the foundation’s purpose. unrelated activities 
are taxed if income exceeds €35,000.
Greece no
Hungary no, provided that it does not exceed a threshold of 10 or 15% of annual income with an absolute 
limit of 10 or 20 million Huf (approx. €36,500 or €73,000) depending on the type of foundation.
ireland no, provided that the activities are directly related to the foundation’s purpose.
italy no, onlus can carry out specific institutional activities or directly related economic activities if 
non-dominant. permitted economic activities of other types of foundations are taxed.
Latvia no
Lithuania no, provided that the foundation’s annual profit does not exceed 1 million lithuanian litas (ltl) 
(approximately €300,000).
Luxembourg Yes
Malta Yes, unless the foundation benefits from an exemption.
netherlands Yes, a foundation is subject to dutch corporate income tax (Cit) to the extent that it carries out 
business activities. if the activities are charitable, such as, science and educational activities, the 
foundation is not subject to Cit.
Poland Yes
Portugal no, provided that the activities are directly related to the foundation’s purpose. unrelated activities 
are taxed.
Romania no, provided that the activities are ancillary, are directly related to the foundation’s purpose, and 
profits do not exceed €15,000.
slovakia no, permitted activities are tax exempt, if in accordance with the public-benefit purpose of the 
foundation. if the economic activities are considered to be entrepreneurial, they are fully taxed.
CountRy is inCoME FRoM EConoMiC aCtiVitiEs taxEd? 
slovenia Yes




no, provided that the activities are directly related to the foundation’s purpose.
switzerland no, provided that the activities are ancillary or indispensable for the realisation of the 
organisation’s (non-profit) purpose.
turkey Yes
ukraine no, income from related economic activities is tax exempt. unrelated activities are taxed.
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25. tax tREatMEnt oF 
FoREiGn-BasEd Foundations
CountRy Can a FoREiGn-BasEd Foundation GEt tHE saME tax BEnEFits as a nationaL 
Foundation? iF yEs, undER wHat Conditions?
austria Yes, if the organisation pursues directly and exclusively public-benefit, benevolent or religious 
purposes.
Belgium Yes, a foreign organisation can be exempted if it does not carry out operations of a for-profit 
nature. 
Bulgaria Yes, for eu-based organisations.
Cyprus no, only organisations registered in Cyprus are eligible for tax-exempt status.
Czech Republic Yes, for organisations within the eu and in norway and iceland.
denmark Yes, any foundation can apply to the danish national tax authorities to be approved as having a 
public-benefit purpose for certain tax purposes (deductibility of donations made to foundations and 
other public-benefit organisations). every year a list is published with the names of all foundations 
approved as public-benefit. applications for the coming year must be received by 1 october.
Estonia no, only by registering as an estonian foundation.
Finland no, only by registering as a finnish foundation.
France Yes, but only if it performs its activities on french territory and is regarded as having a public-
benefit purpose in france.
Germany Yes, but to be eligible for tax incentives, public-benefit foundations (resident in germany or not) 
must pursue activities that possibly benefit the german public.
Greece Yes, but this depends on reciprocity (bilateral agreements) and is examined on a case by case 
basis. foreign non-profit legal persons must provide to the competent greek tax authority official 
documents issued by the competent authorities in their country of origin giving evidence (i) that 
they pursue public-benefit purposes and (ii) that the tax laws of their country of origin also provide 
for tax exemption in favour of foreign (greek) non-profit legal persons.
Hungary Yes, in certain cases.
ireland Yes, public-benefit organisations based in european economic area/european free trade 
association countries can apply for tax exemption. a two-year waiting period applies before a 
charity can access the donations relief scheme.






Poland Yes, in general, a representative office of a foreign foundation is treated similarly to a domestic 
foundation with regard to taxes. However, if it carries out an economic activity, it is subject 
to separate regulations governing the conduct of economic activity on polish territory by the 
representatives of foreign entities.
Portugal no, the foreign foundation would need to apply for public-benefit status, eligibility for which seems 
to be restricted to resident organisations.
Romania no 
slovakia no, only by establishing a formal branch in slovakia.
slovenia no











































CountRy Can a FoREiGn-BasEd Foundation GEt tHE saME tax BEnEFits as a nationaL 
Foundation? iF yEs, undER wHat Conditions?
sweden Yes, if the foundation’s activities are recognised as public-benefit activities.
united 
Kingdom
Yes, if the foundation has been registered by the uK tax authorities (HmrC) as comparable to a uK 
charity.
switzerland Yes, non-profit organisations with their registered offices abroad are entitled to tax privileges 
under the same conditions as national foundations.
turkey no
ukraine no 
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26. tax tREatMEnt oF 
indiViduaL donoRs
CountRy LiMit oF inCEntiVE aMount 
dEduCtiBLE 





in CasE oF a 
donation oF 
€100,0004
austria donations to certain organisations are deductible up to 
10% of taxable income.
10,000 10,000
Belgium Cash donations of €40 or more over the course of the 
financial year are deductible up to 10% of the taxable 
income, with an absolute maximum of €331,200 for the 
tax year 2009. 
10,000 10,000
Bulgaria donations to registered public-benefit foundations 
are deductible at rates of 5, 15, or 50% of the income 
depending on the recipient. total deduction cannot 
exceed 65% of the total income.
Cyprus the full value of donations is tax deductible with no 
limits. 
10,000 100,000
Czech Republic deductions up to 10% of taxable income, provided at 
least 2% of taxable income is donated, but not less 
than 1,000 CZK (approx. €35).
10,000 10,000
denmark gifts exceeding 500 dKK (approx. €70) up to 14,500 
dKK (approx. €1,950, the limit for the 2010 fiscal year) 
are deductible. 
1,950 1,950
Estonia donations up to the value of 5% of the donor’s total 
income can be deducted up to a total of €3,196. 
 3,196 3,196 
Finland only donations to publicly funded universities are 
eligible for any deduction.
0 0
France income tax reduction at 66% of the value of the 
gift (75% for gifts made to foundations and other 
organisations which supply free meals to persons in 
difficult situations), up to 20% of the donor's taxable 
income. alternatively donors may opt for a wealth tax 
reduction which is equal to 75% of the value of the gift, 
but is limited to €50,000.
6,600 20,000
Germany tax deduction up to 20% of the yearly taxable income; 
exceeding amounts can be carried forward to future 
tax years without any limitation. individual donors can 
deduct the maximum amount of €1 million. this amount 
can be carried forward for a period of up to 10 years.
10,000 20,000
Greece 20% of the value of the gift may be deducted from 
the taxpayer’s gross income for an aggregate sum 
exceeding €100 during the fiscal year. the deduction 
only applies if the total amount of donations and 
sponsorships does not exceed 10% of the donor’s total 
income.
2,000 10,000
Hungary no tax incentives. 0 0
ireland tax relief for donations of at least €250. total tax relief 
claimed may not exceed 50% of gross income. any 
excess over the 50% cap can be carried forward.
10,000 50,000










































CountRy LiMit oF inCEntiVE aMount 
dEduCtiBLE 





in CasE oF a 
donation oF 
€100,0004
italy tax credit of 19% for donations to onlus and other 
kinds of charities, up to the value of €1,032.91.
196.25 196.25
Latvia income tax deduction of a percentage of the value 
of donated sums that is equal to the income tax rate 
(26% in 2010), but not exceeding 20% of the donor’s 
total taxable income.
2,600 20,000
Lithuania no tax incentives for individual donors but they can 
allocate 2% of their income tax to an approved public-
benefit entity.
0 0
Luxembourg tax deduction up to an annual aggregate maximum 
limit of 20% of the taxable income of the donor or 
€1,000,000, provided the donations have an aggregate 
value in excess of €120.
10,000 20,000
Malta no deduction incentives apply to individual donors. 0 0
netherlands donations can be deducted up to 10% of the donor’s 
gross income. no deduction is possible for donations 
below 1% of the gross income or €60 (2010).
10,000 10,000
Poland donations of cash, shares, securities, real estate and in-
kind donations are deductible up to 6% of the taxable 
base.
6,000 6,000
Portugal Cash donations: income tax deduction up to 25% of the 
amount donated where there is no limit for corporate 
donors. Where there is a limit on deduction for 
corporate donors, the amount deducted by individuals 
should not exceed 15% of the value of the donor’s total 
income tax. 
2,500  25,000 or 15,000
Romania 2% of total income. 2,000 2,000
slovakia no tax incentives for individual donors. 0 0
slovenia the total amount of cash and in-kind donations to 
foundations may be deducted from the tax base up to 
0.3% of the donor’s taxable income.
300 300
spain tax credit of 25% of the value of cash or in kind 
donations up to 10% of total taxable income. 
2,500 10,000
sweden no tax incentives for individual donors. 0 0
united 
Kingdom
Cash donations are deductible via gift aid or payroll 
giving schemes. the donor claims a deduction from 
taxable income or capital gains for the amount of the 
donation grossed up by the basic rate of tax (currently 
20%). gift aid allows the charity to then reclaim the 
income tax deemed to be deducted from the donation 
from the tax authorities.
10,000 100,000
switzerland Cash and in-kind donations of CHf 100.00 (approx. 
€77) or more are deductible from taxable income up to 
20% of the value of taxable income.
10,000 20,000
turkey the value of donations to tax-exempt foundations is 
deductible up to 5% (10% for the development priority 
regions) of the donor’s income within that fiscal year.
5,000 or 10,000 5,000 or 10,000
ukraine donations are deductible up to 4% of the donor’s 
taxable income in the previous year. the tax 
deductions shall not be more than the annual income 
received as the salary.
4,000 4,000
4  all amounts in euros. Calculation is made based on a taxable income of €100,000
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27. tax tREatMEnt oF 
CoRPoRatE donoRs
CountRy LiMit oF inCEntiVE aMount 
dEduCtiBLE 
in CasE oF a 




in CasE oF a 
donation oF  
€100,0005
austria deductions up to 10% of business profits. 10,000 20,000
Belgium only cash donations (of more than €40), the exception 
being works of art donated to museums: up to 5% of 
the taxable income, with a maximum of €346,100 in 
2010.
10,000 10,000
Bulgaria donations can be deducted up to 10%, 15% or 50% 
(dependent on the recipient) from the profit before 
taxation. the total amount of the deduction cannot 
exceed 65% of the total income.
1,000-5,000 10,000-50,000
Cyprus the whole amount of the donation can be deducted, 
subject to certain conditions. the same conditions are 
applicable to individual donors.
10,000 100,000
Czech Republic the donation can be a movable asset or real estate. 
the donation is deductible up to 5% of taxable income.
10,000 10,000-20,000
denmark gifts to qualifying charitable organisations exceeding 
500 dKK (approx. €70) up to 14,500 dKK (approx. 
€1,950) are deductible each year. the limit is adjusted 
annually and was 14,500 dKK for the fiscal year 2010.
1,950 1,950
Estonia total of donations deducted from taxable income may 
exceed neither 3% of the sum of the payments made 
during the year and are subject to social insurance tax, 
nor 10% of the calculated profit of the latest fiscal year.
n/a n/a
Finland monetary donations made by corporations with 
a minimum amount of €850 are eligible for a tax 
deduction. maximum amount depends on the recipient, 
divided in two categories. maximum amount of a 
donation given to a publicly financed university or to 
a fund within the university is €250,000. maximum 
amount of a donation given to a public-benefit 
foundation is €50,000.
10,000 50,000-100,000
France tax reduction equal to 60% of donations to public 
utility foundations up to 0.5% of their annual turnover.
6,000 25,000
Germany a tax deduction on the income up to 20% of yearly 
taxable income (or 0.4% of the sum of the turnover 
and salaries).  
10,000 20,000
Greece Cash donations are deductible up to a maximum of 10% 
of the taxable income. 
10,000 20,000
Hungary up to 20% of the value of continuing donations (min. 
4 years), both in cash and in kind, to public-benefit 
foundations can be deducted from the tax base. 50% 
of all donations (also one off) to prominently public-
benefit foundations can be deducted. 
5,000 50,0000
ireland donations over €250 are deductible in full. 10,000 100,000











































CountRy LiMit oF inCEntiVE aMount 
dEduCtiBLE 
in CasE oF a 




in CasE oF a 
donation oF  
€100,0005
italy Cash donations only. up to 2% of income up to 
€1,032.91  for donations to onlus and other ngos. 
no limits on donations to universities or university 
foundations.
15,000 40,000
Latvia a tax deduction of 85% of donated sums, up to 20% of 
total payable tax.
8,500 85,000
Lithuania Corporate donors can deduct cash, in-kind donations, 
and even services offered.
10,000 100,000
Luxembourg donations are deductible up to 20% of the taxable net 
annual income of the donor or €1,000,000, provided 
the donations have an aggregate value in excess of  
€120. Cash donations mostly, but in-kind donations are 
deductible in some cases.
10,000 40,000
Malta Cash or asset donations (except immovable property) 
of not less than €2,320 made to certain national 
heritage organisations can be deducted. also 
donations of not less than €11,600 made in cash for the 
purpose of carrying out restoration works to certain 
organisations may be claimed as a deduction. in the 
case of donations made to the arts fund, or a cash 
donation to a non-profit making cultural organisation 
approved by the arts fund, the deduction is limited to 
€50,000. in the case of donations to sports regulatory 
bodies, the deduction is limited to €60,000.
10,000 in some 
cases 
100,000 in some 
cases
netherlands donations of at least €227 can be deducted, up to a 
maximum of 10% of the annual income.
10,000 20,000
Poland Cash, shares, real estate and in-kind donations are 
deductible. limit of incentive: 10% of the tax base.
10,000 20,000
Portugal no limits on tax deduction when donations benefit 
state-supported foundations or represent endowment 
of private origin foundations pursuing social or cultural 
aims. donations are calculated as a cost to the donor 
and rates range from 120%-150% of the monetary 
value of the donation.
12,000 – 15,000 120,000 – 150,000
Romania donations can be deducted up to 3% of the turnover, 
but no more than 20% of the profit tax.
10,000 15,000
slovakia no tax incentives in place for corporate giving. 0 0
slovenia a tax deduction on the amount of cash donations paid 
to a foundation, which accounts for 0.3% of taxable 
entity's taxed income in a tax year but may not exceed 
the tax base in a given tax period. there is additional 
tax relief for research funding.
600 600
spain Corporations can deduct 35% of all donations up 
to a limit of 10% of the taxable base or 0.1% of the 
company’s turnover in the form of a tax credit. 
3,500 20,000
sweden no deductions in general. However, some donations 
can be deducted as business expenses.
0 0
5   all amounts in euros. Calculation is made based on a turnover of €5,000,000 and profits of € 200,000.
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money, qualifying shares and securities and interests 
in uK real estate. a deduction from taxable profits for 
donations of money to uK charities can be claimed.
10,000 100,000
switzerland donations of money and other assets to non-profit 
legal persons having their registered office in 
switzerland are deductible from the taxable net 
profit in the amount of up to 20% of the net profit as 
business expenses. 
10,000 40,000
turkey donations to tax-exempt foundations are deductible up 
to 5% (10% for the development priority regions) of 
the corporate’s taxable income.
10,000 10,000 or 20,000
ukraine donations in cash can be deducted up to 4% of the 
corporation’s taxable income in the previous year. 
Corporate donors can also deduct their donations 
provided as services and performances.
8,000 8,000











































28. tax tREatMEnt oF 
CRoss-BoRdER donations 
CountRy aRE donations to FoREiGn -BasEd PuBLiC-BEnEFit oRGanisations tax 
dEduCtiBLE FoR tHE donoR?
austria Yes, but receiving organisation must be registered in austria and certain conditions met.
Belgium Yes, but receiving organisation will need to be proved ‘comparable’.
Bulgaria Yes, burden of proof lies with the donor.
Cyprus no
Czech Republic Yes, but receiving organisation must be recognised in its country of residence as having public-
benefit purpose.
denmark Yes, but receiving organisation must be registered in denmark.
Estonia Yes, as of 2011, but receiving organisation will need to be proved ‘comparable’.
Finland Yes, but the receiving organisation must be approved by the finnish tax authorities.
France Yes, but only where france has signed a tax treaty with the recipient’s country of residence or 
when the foreign-based public-benefit organisation is located in an eu country and has been 
approved by the french tax authorities.
Germany Yes, but certain conditions must be met. Burden of proof lies with the donors.
Greece Yes 
Hungary no
ireland Yes, but organisations must register with the irish authorities.
italy information pending 
Latvia Yes 
Lithuania no
Luxembourg Yes, burden of proof lies with the donor.
Malta no
netherlands Yes, but receiving organisation must be registered in the netherlands and meet certain conditions.
Poland Yes, burden of proof lies with the donor.
Portugal no
Romania no
slovakia no, but no tax incentives for local giving, so no discrimination.
slovenia Yes, burden of proof lies with the donor.
spain no
sweden no, but no tax incentives for local giving, so no discrimination.
united 
Kingdom
Yes, but organisations will need to register with the uK tax authorities and be deemed ‘comparable’ 
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the european foundation Centre, founded in 
1989, is an international membership association 
representing public-benefit foundations and 
corporate funders active in philanthropy in europe, 
and beyond. the Centre develops and pursues 
activities in line with its four key objectives: 
creating an enabling legal and fiscal environment; 
documenting the foundation landscape; building 
the capacity of foundation professionals; and 
promoting collaboration, both among foundations 
and between foundations and other actors. 
emphasising transparency and best practice, all 
members sign up to and uphold the european 
foundation Centre principles of good practice. 
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